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Description

BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTTION

1. FIELD OFTHE INVENTION:

The pre&ent invention relates to a tiquid crystal display device and a method fdr producing the aama. More specif-

ically, the present Invention relates to a fiquU crystal display devloe having wide viewing angle Characteristica and a

method for producing the same.

Z DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATED ART:

In thepast a Dquid crystal display device (herefnafter* also referred to as an "LCD") in a twisted nematic (TN) mode

has been known. The Uqi^ crystal display device in a TN mode has poor viewing angle characteristics (i.e., a nan^ow

viewnng angle). As shown in Figure 30A, when TN-LCD 200 is in a gray-«cale display, liquid crystal molecules 202 are

tihed in one directioa As a result in the case where TN-LCD 200 is observed in viewing angle directions A and B as

shown in Figure 3QA. apparent light tmnsnottance varies depending upon the direction. Accordingly, the display quali^

(ag.. contrast ratio) off TIM-LCD 200 greatly depends upon the viewing angle.

In oRfer to improve the viewing angle characteristics of a liquid crystal display device by oontrdOing the alignment

state cfi liquid crystal molecules, it is required to aBgn liqidd cryistal molecules in at least two directions in each pixel.

Examples of such liquid crystal display devices includes those in an axi^ly symmetric aligned microcell (ASM) mode in

which fiquid crystal molecdes are axis-symmetrically aligned in each pixel. Referring to Figure 308. for exanpla, when

a liquid crystal display device 210 in an ASM mode in which a Bquid crystal region 214 is surrounded by a polymer

retfon 21 2 is in gray scales. Gquid crystal molecules are aligned in two different directions. In the case where the Gquid

crystal display device 210 is observed in viewing angle directions represented by arrowsA and B, apparent Gght trans-

mittance is averaged. As a result the light transmittance in the viewing angle directionsA and Bbecomes substantially

equal, whereby viewing angle characteristics are inproved compared with those in a TN nxxte.

Exarnples of Bquid crystal display devices in a mode having irrproved viewing angle characteristica (hereinalter.

refenred to as a "Vvide viewing angle mode") inducfing an ASM mode will be descnbed below.

(1) There Is a techitique for electrlcaDy oontroOing a transparent state or an opaque state ttf utilizing birefringence

of a liquid crystal material in a liquid crystal display device which has polymer walla In a liquid crystal cen without

poiarlzing plates and vvhlch does not require any alignment treatment Aoooiding to this techriique, the ordinary

index of liquid crystal molecules is matched wUh the refractive index of a siqaporting medium. Lbider the application

of a voltage, the liqiod crystal molecules are afigned. whereto a transparent state is <Ssplayed. When no voltage is

being applied, the alignment of the liquid crystal molecules is disturbed, whereby a light scattering state is dis-

played.

For example. Japanese National Phase PCT Laid-open Publication Na 61 -50212d dtsdoses a technique for

mixing liquid crystal with a photocuraUe or thenmosetting resin, curing the resin to phase-separate liquid crystal

from the resin, ihmtoy forming liquid crystal droplets in the resin. Furthemnore. Japanese Laid-open Publication

Nos. 4-338923 and 4-212928 disclose a liqiid crystal display device in a wide viewing angle mode obtained by

combinirv the device disclosed in Japanese Nat'onal Phase PCT Lcud-open Pubacation Na 61 -502128 with polar-

izing plates in such a manner that polarization axes are orthogonal to each other.

(9 As a techrtique for inproving viewing angle characteristicaof a norvecattering type liquid crystd cell using polar-

izing plates, Japanese Laid^ipan Publication Na 5-27242 discloses a technique for producing a composite mate-

rkd containing liquid crystal and a polymer material from a mixlure of liquid crystal and a photocurable resin ty

phase separation. According to this technique, the liquid crystal molecules in liquid crystal domains are landontly

aligned by generated polymers, the liquid crystal molecules rise in different directions in each domain under the

application of a voltaga Therefore, the apparent light transmittance observed in each c&ection k>ecome6 substan-

tially equal (because retardation d « An Is averaged, where d is a thlctoess of a liquid crystal layer and An Is bire-

fringence of a liquid crystal material), so that the viewing angle characteristice bi gnty scales are improved.

(3) Recently, in Japanese Laid-open PubGcation Na 7-120728. the inventois of the present invention have pro-

posed a nquid ory^ display device in which Dquld crystal ntolecules are omnidlrectionaDy aligned (ag.. in a spiral

state) in pixel regions oontroQing light using a photomask or the Gke during photopolymerization. This device

uses a technicpe of axls-symmetrically aOgnIng liquid crystal molecules by utilizing phase separation from a mix-

ture of Gqidd crystal and a photocuraUe resin. The liquid cfystal.molecules are ans-symmetriodly aligned when no
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voltage is being applied, and coma closer to homeolropic alignment (alignment v^lical to the substrates) under the

applicaton of a vdtage. whereby the viewing angle characteristics are remart^ably impro>red. This technique ts a

type display mode using a p-typo liquid cry^l material (i o-. ^ nraterial with a positive dielectric anisotropy 6e),

As an example of a method for produdng a device as descried above. Japanese Laid-open Publication No.

6-95012 discloses a method for forming lattice-shaped polymer walls having a thicknass smaller than the cell thick-

ness in each pixel regpoa injecting a mixture of liquid cry^ and a photocurable resin into the ceO thus produced,

and axia-symmetricaDy aligning liquid crystal molecules by ub'Bzing two-phase regions in which a Bqukl crystal

phase and a uniform phase exist This production method does not use alignment films.

(4) Furthernnre. Japanese Laid-open Publication No 6*308496 discloses a liquid crystal <fisplay device in a wide

viewing angle mode incUxfing an axis-symmetrical al^nment film made of a crystaUtne polymer with a spherulite

structure on the surface of a 6ut)strata

(5) Japanese Laid-open Publication Na 6*194655 diseases a technique for coating an alignment f3m on a sut>-

strate and aligning iiqtdd crystal molecules in a random <firection without performing an alignment treatment aich

as rubbing.

There are techniques for cfividing pixels into a plurality of regions and aligning liquid crystal molecules in each

region in such a nwnner thatthe viewing angle chaiacterlstics in each region compensate for each other. Examples

of the method will be described k)eldw.

(6) Japanese Laid-open PubBcalionNa 63-106624 discloses a method for dividing each pixel into regions and per-

forming an alignment treatment such as rubbing so that the rubbing directions in the respective regions become
cCfffifent.

Rgures 31 and 32 shew a liquid crystal d^ay device obtained by the above method, having wide viewing

angle characteristics and being csqaable of obtaining a display with a satisfactory contrast Figure 31 is a schenatic

plan view of the llquki crystal display device, and Rgure 32 ts a oroas-sedtonal view taken aSong the E*E' line in

Rgure 31.

A pix^ electrode (transparent electrode) 520 provided on each pixel, an alignment film 51 0. and a thin fBm tran-

sistor 513 driving the pixel electrode 520 are provided on one glass 8ut>8trate 522 of the liquid crystal display

device. A counter electrode (transparent electnxie) 519 and an alignment film 609 are provided on the other glass

substrate 521. The alignment films 509 and 510 are made of pdyimide. A pixel B defined by the opposing trans*

parent electrodes 519 and 520 is a square of 200 ^m, fv exarrple, and a plurality of pixels B are an^anged in a
matrbL A band-ehaped spacer 523 niade of polyimide is provided Ina cemer portion 01 th^

a result of which each pixel B is divided into regions I arvl 11 by the band-sfiaped spacar 523.

The regions I and II are formed as schematicany shown in FiguiB 33. The glass substrates 621 and 522 are

respedivety sutsjected to a rubbing treatment In the anow dfrecttons as shown in Figure 33. In the pest, in the case

of providing the regions I with an alignment regulating force, the sut>strate 521 is sul^ected to a rubbing treatment

with the regions II covered with a resist SimSarly, in the case of providing the regions 11 with an alignment regulating

force, the substrate 521 is subjected to a rubbing treatment with the regions I covered vtrrih a resist

According to the akx>ve technique, the alignment directions of liquid crystal molecules in the respective re^ons

have the same spiraHype twid direction but form different angles with respect to the surface of the sut^strates. Due
to the difference in angle with respect to the surface of the ajt>5trates. the liquid aystat molecules rme in <fifferem

<Srections unda^ the application of a voltage. TTierefiore, In the case where light is incident ipon the sutsstrate in a

cfirection tilted from a directk)n normal to the substrate, the optical characteristics of the respective regions com-

pensate for each other. As a result the viewing angle dependence under the applicatk)n of a voltage is cancelled

in the regions having different orientations in Mch pixel between the substratesu Thus^ optical characteristics with

less viewing ea^fie dependence are okitained. In particular, even when a viewing angle is varied in greqf scales,

there will be no phenomenon of gray-scale inversion.

(7) As a technique formaWng an alignment direcHon of an alignmentfilm (fifferent Japanese Laid-open Publication

Nos. 7-199193 and 7-333612 disck)6e a techr4|ue for forming unevenness having atot in each pixel, thereby nak-

ing the cfirectbn in which Gquid crystal molecules are t3ted different depending upon the region in each pixel.

According to this technique, a pretit angle is varied on a regxsnal t>asis due to the different tilt cfirecfions in each

pixel, theretjy malor^ the direction In which the liquid crystal molecules are tilted different Thus, the viewing angle

characteristics of a crystal display device are Inproved. Japanese LakJ-open Publication Na 7-1991 93 also

<fi5closes a fiomeotropic Dquid crystal display device wttich uses an n-type (Ae < 0) liqukj crystal material and a

homeotropic alignment fQm, and in which 6qiM crystal moleaies are aligned In a direction vertical to substrates

when no voltage is beirtg applied and 13tad in a direction horizontal to the substrates under the application of a volt-

3
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aga

(8) Fufihenmoreb Japanese LaadKspen puUicalion Na 6-30103S has pioposed a Bquld crystal display device having

wide viewnng ar^e characteristics and being capable of obtaining satisfactory display quality: Figure 34 is a per-

5 spectwe view showing an odmal appearance ol the liquid crystal display device, and Figure 35 is a schematic

cross-sectional viSMf thereof. The liquid crystal display dwice includes a liquid crystal layer 612 having verttaaDy

aligned liquid crystal nraleoutes 612Abeb«een a pair of electrode sut>strate& are provided on
one substrate 610. and counter electrodes 613 are provided on the other suttstrate (not shown). Each counter elec-

trode 61 3 has openings 614 corresponding to central portiorts of each pixel.

to The liquid crystal molecules 612A in a region of a liquid crystal layer corresponding to the opening 614 are sta-

ble^ being verticafiy afigned under the appfication of a driving voltaga The liquid crystal nrtolecules 612A on the

periphery of the region corresponcfing to the opening 614 are also stable in alignment due to the Interaction with

the liquid crystal molecules 612A In the retfon corresponding to the opening 61 4. As a result the liquid crystal mol-

ecules 612A in each pixel are aligned so as to face the central portion of the pixel corresponding to the opening

ta 614. Thus, if the opening 614 of each pixel is provided at the idemical position (ag.. a central portion of each pixeQ.

the liquid aystal molecules are aligneid similarly in each pixel. Because of this, even if a disdination loie is similar^

generated in each pixel, roughness of a display can be prevented In Figure 35. the reference numerals 615 and

616 denote gate bus lines, and 617 and 618 denote homeotropic afignmant fOma
liquid crystal display devices (e.g.. TFNjCD) have been widiely used as ftat dlsplaya However, large TFT-

20 LCDs of a 20-lnch or more tfagonal screen, whose appflcaUon for wall mounting hasbeen expected, have not been
commarcialty availabia In recent years, as a cancSdaie for realizing a large display device, a plasma address LCD
(PALO) disctosed in Japanese LaKi-open PuUicat'on Na 1-2173$8 fias received attention.

Figure 36 shows a cross-sectional structure of a PAUCl A PALO 700 includes a liquid crystal layer 702 t>etw6en

a pair of substrates 701 and 711. Aplurality of plasma cfian^>er8 713 are disposed between the sutsstrate 711 arxj

26 the liquid crystal layer 702. Each plasnrm chamt>er 713 is defined t^ the substrate 711. a dielectric sheet 716

opposing the ajbstrate 711. and partition walls 712 provided between the sut>8trate 711 and the dielectric sheet

716. Gas (ag.. hefium. neon, etc.) sealed m the plasma chamber 713 Is ionized by applying a voltage across an

anode 714 and a cathode 716 formed on the surface of the substrate 711 in the plasma chanter 713. whereby
plasma discharge occurs.

30 A plurality of plasma chambers 71 3 extend in the shape of stripes In a cSrection vert'cal to the drawing surface

of Rgure 36 in sucha rnanner as to be ortfwgonal to transparem electrodes 705 prov^^

strate 701 on the liquid crystal layer 702 sUe. Compared with a sinple matrix

transpareitt electrodes 705 correspond to displcy electrodes (signal eleclrodes)a^
respond to scanrvng electrodea The substrate 711. the dielectric sheet 71 6. the ptesma chairtbers 713^ etc. are

ss collectively called a plasn)asut>strate 710.

Referring to Figure 37, the basic principle of the mVLC 700 wBI t>a described. The plasma cfianters 713 are

successively turned on. and the gas In the selected plasma chamber 71 3 Is Ionized. As shewn in Figure 37, under

the condition that ttie plama cNunber 713 is ionized, a charge, in accordance wi9i a voltage supplied from the sig-

nal lines to the transparent electrodes 705. is accumulated and held on a reverse surface of the cfielectric sheet 716

40 on the plasrm chamber 71 3 side. Thus, a egnal voltage supplied from Hhs signal fines is applied to a region of the

fiquid crystal layer 702 positk^ned aknve the ior^ed plasma ctiarr^er 713. When the plasma chamber 713 is not

ionized, the charge is not supplied to the reverse surface of the cfielectric sheet 716. Therefore, the sgnal voltage

is not supplied to the region of the liqifid crystal layer 702 positioned atx^e the plasma chamber 713. TTuis, the

plasma ctianibers 71 3 function as scanning electrodes in a sirriple matrix type liquid crystal display device.

46 Asa technique for producing a <fi^)lay with a large 8creer\ Japanese LaidH)pen Publication Na 4-26S931 dis-

closes a technique of fbrming a plasma ctiamber structure on a glass substrate by a printing method using glass

pasta

Japanese Laid-open PUbScatfon Na 4-313788 discloses a structure in which transparent electrodes are pat-

terned on a direcfion of plasnra chambers. In this structure, evenwhen a tMdidielectric sheet Is interposed between
60 plasrita charnbers and a Bquid crystal layer for the purpose Of enhancing the strertgm

is prevented from dispersing on the liquid crystal layer side to cause bleeding of a display.

The above-descrbed techniques fnve respective problems. Hereinafter, these problems wiD t>e descra>ed.

In the conventional liquid crystal di^lay device in an ASM moda a liquid crystal material with a positive cfielectric

S6 anisotropy 6e is used. In this display mode, as described abova liquid crystal molecules are axIs-symrnetricaDy aligned,

so that outstanding display characteristics are obtained in an omnidirection. However, this liquid crystal (fisplay device

has the following problems (1) to (4): (1) since thte di&playmode is a normally white (NVV) mode, a relatively high driving

voltage is required tor decreasing the light transmitlance under the appfication of a vohage so as to obtain a high con-

4
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trast; (2) in order to prevent light leakage wtien no voltage rs being appSed, it is reauired to prescribe an area of each

Cight-biocking portion (ag.. a rnatilx {BMj) to be large; (3) the fiquhl crystal display device In an ASM mode is dif-

ficutt to produce, because a phase separation step requiring oompficated temperature control Is used for forming an

ASM mode; and (4) since the BquU crystal display device In an ASM mode is dfficult to produce. il Is <fifficutt to control

5 the position of each central axis around which liquid crystal molecules are symmetrically afigned. the position of the

central axis is varied depending upon the pixel, and the central axis is not poettioned almost at the center of the pixel

region; as a result when the liquid aystal display device is observed in an oblique direction, a rough display with unsat-

isfactory quality is obtained

Furthermore^ in the liquid c^fslal display devices using a liquid cryataJ material with a positive dielectric anisolropy

10 as desor3>ed in tfie above-mentioned (6) and (T), alignment Erections of the liquid crystal molecules on the division

lines become discontinuous under the app&ceiion of a voitaga Ke.. disdination lines are generated, causing the

decrease in contrast ratia Furthermore, in this liquid crystal display device, in order to produce a plurality of cfivided

regions, a re^st is coated onto an alignment film, followed by rubbing on a region basis. AoooncSng to this method, the

aEgnment fSm eiqposed to a resist material, a develof^ solution, a release agent, etc. Therefore, ions contained in

16 the resist, the developing solution, the release agerrt, etc., remain on the alignment fBm alter the resist is peeled off. The
remaining ions way have an adverse effect on the display characteristics by moving during the operation of the liquid

crystal display device to d^eriorate the charge-holding characteristics of the fiquid crystal material and to cause a phe*

nomenon such as an image bum-irv Furthermore, depencfing upon the lends of the alignntent film and the resist to be
combined, the alignment fflm is damaged to lose an alignment regulating Ibroe. Thua auch a liquid crystal display

20 device is low both in production efficiency and production stability.

Furthermore, in the liquid crystal display device described in the above (8), the liquid crystal moleculea are axia-

symmetrically afigned only in the opening of the counter electrode. More specificallyi the Equid crystal molecules on the

per^ery of the pixel away from the opening are not axis-eymmetrically aligned. Thus, the liquid crystal molecules are

randomly aligned, which mqy cause a rough display. Furthermore, the positions or sizes of liquid orystal domains

26 (regtons where the alignment direction of the liquid crystal molecules are continuous, and discOrurtion lines are not gen-

erated) are not d^ined. so ttuui disdination lines cannot be prevented from being generated in pixels, particularfy, caus-

ing a rough display in gray scales.

The PALC has the following problenie. The PALC mainly uses a TN mode When a TN mode in which cfisplay quality

depends upon a viewing angle is applied to a <£8play device with a large screen, even when an observerls position is

30 fixed, the viewing angle (a and b) is varied depending upon the position of a display screen to be obsenrad, as shown
In Figure TTieretore. the display quality thecomas unsatisfactory in tfie display screen.

In the case of the RALC bi a TN mode, considering the viewing angle de^^rxfence of the TN mode, polarization

axes of polarizing plates are eet at 45^ from a crosswise direction on the display surface, tfiereby adijusling the tideward

viewnig angle characteristics seen by an observer in a satisfactory direction. In this case, at a portion such as an attach-

55 ment suriace between the plasma substrate and the ttun glass sheet where the difference in refractive index is present,

an attachment portion becomes visiUe due to the ta'refrir^ence and the difference in r^ctive index of polarized Hght

on the attadvnent surface^ whereby light leatage. which is critical to a display, occurs in a crosswise direction.

The PAUG uses a cfisplay mode using ^type Bquid crystal material, such as a NW ntode and a TN mode. In the

PAIXs in these display modes, a suffident contrast ratio cannot t>e obtained. This is caused tTy the nonuniform >«}tage

40 (electric field) applied to the Equid crystal layer due to the nonunifonm plasma charge. In the NW nrtode using p-type liq-

uid crystal (Ac > 0). particularly, a blade level under the application of a voltage is decreased, resulting in a great

decrease in contrast ratia

SUMMAfTY OF THE INVENTION
46

A liquid crystal daspia^ device of the present owention indudes a pair of substrates and a Gquid crystal layer pro-

vided between the sul>strates. wfterein liquid crystal molecules in the liquid crystal layer have a negative dielectric ani-

eotropy. and the liquid crystal molecules are aligned in a direction substantially vertical to the substrates when no
voltage is betng applied and asds-symrnMcally aEgned in each of a pturaTity of pi^

60 age
In one embodiment of the present lnventior\ a thickness (d^ of the liquid aystal layer in the pixel region la larger

than a thidviess (dgut) of the liquid crystal layer outside of the pixel re^on. and the device indudes a homeotropic align-

ment layer in a region corresponding to tfte pixel region on a surface of at least one of the substrates on the Hqiid orystal

layer side.

66 In another emtndiment of the present invention, at least one of the 6ut>5trate8 fyas convex portiom deRr^ the

pixel region on a surface on the liquid crystal layer side.

In another embodiment of the present invention, the thidoiess ofthe liquid crystal layer in the pual region la largest

at a central portion of the pixel region and continuously decreases toward a peripheral porti^

5
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In another embodiment of the present invention, the thidviess of the liquid crystal layer in the pixel region is axis-

symmstricalty changed eround the centra) portion of the pixel region.

In anothtf embodiment of the present invention, the above-mentioned I'quid crystal tfsplay device further indudes

a projedion atthe central portion of the pixel re^on. wherein the Tiquid crystal molecules are axis-symmetrically aligned

5 around the prq'edion under the application of a voltage.

In another ennbodiment of the preserrt invention, a retaixlationd •An of the liquid crysW

300 nm to about 500 nm.

In another embodiment of the present invention, a twfst angle of the liquid crystal tayer fs In a range of al>out 45* to

about 110".

10 In another embodiment of the present invention, the above-mentioned liquid crystal display device indudes a pair

of potarizing plates disposed in Grossed ^£cols on both sides of the liquid crystal layer, and a phase difference ptate

ing a relata'onship. in which a refractive index nj^^y in an In-plane direction is greater than a refractive index rij in a direc-

tion vertical to a plane, Is provided on at least one of the polarizing pistes.

In another ennaxKfiment of the present invention, an axis-symmetrical aCgnment fixing layer which provides the fiq-

IS u2d crystal tnolecules with an axis-symmetrical pretiR angle is further formed on a surface of at least one of the eub-

Gtrates on the liquid crystal layer sida

In another enf«)Odiment of the present invention, the axis-symmetriCBl alignment fixing layer contains a photocura-

bie resin.

A method for prwtaing a liquid crystal dteplay device of the present Invention includes the staps of: forming a

20 homeolropic alignment layer on a pair of substrateG, respectively; disposi

rial having a negative dielectric anisolropy and a prvotocurable resin between the homeotropic aliment layerson the

substrates: and curing the photocurable resin while applying avoHage higher than a threshold voltage ofthe liquid crys-

tal material to the mixture, so as to form an axis-symmetrical aiignmentfixing layer provitfing the Bquid crystal molecules

with an axis-^mmetrical pretilt angla

25 In one embodiment of the present invention, the above-mentioned method further includes the step of fbrming con-

vex portions definbig pixel regions on a surface of at least one of the substrates t>elore the step of forming the homeo-

tropic alignment layers on the substrates.

A liqiod crystal dsplfiv device of the present invention indudes: a plasma substrate having plasma charribers for

performing plasma decharge; a counter substrate having signal electrodes; and a liquid crystal layer provided between

90 the plasma substrate and the counts substrate, the device being driven by the signal electrodes and the plasma cham-

bers, wherein liquid crystal molecules in the liquid crystal layer have a negative dielectric anisotropy. andthe liquid crys-

tal molecules are aligned in a direction 8ut>atantially vertical to the sutntrates when no voltage is being applied and axis-

symmetricatly aligned In each of a plurali^ of pixel regions under application of a voltag&

In one embodiment of the present invention, a thickness (d^ of the liquid crystal layer in the pixel region is lafger

ss ttan a ttiickness (dtouO ofthe liquid crystal layer outside of Ihe pixdl region, and the device includesa homeotropic align-

rnem layer in a region corresponding tothe pixel region ona surtace of at leastone of thesub^ liquid crystal

layer sida

In another embodiment of the present invention, at least one of the counter eubstrate and the plasma substrate has

convex portions deflnii^ the pixel re^on on a surface on the Gquid crystal layer side.

40 In another embocfiment of the present invention, the thicltness of the liquid crystal layer in the pixel region is largest

at a central portion of the pixel region and continuously decreases toward a peripheral portion of the pixel regioa

In another embodiment of the present invention, the thidviess of the liquid crystal layer in the pixel region is axs-

symm^cally changed around the central portion of the pixel region.

In another &i4)odiment of the present irrvention, the above-mentioned liquid crystal display device indudes a pair

45 of pdarizing plates di^xsed In crossed-Nicois on both sides of the liquid crystal tayer, a polarization axis of one of tfte

polarizing plates t>eing paiallel to an axtendirtg direction of the signal electrpdes or the plasma diambers.

In another embodiment of the present Invention, an axis-symmeirical alignment fixing layer which provides the liq-

iKl crystal molecules with an axis-symmelrical profit angfo is further forrned one of the plasma

sutsstrate and the counter substrate on the liquid crystal layer sida

eo In another entbotSment of tt)e present Invemion, the axis-symmetrical alignnrtent facing layer contains a photocura-

ble resin.

A liquid crystal cfisplay device of the present invention indudes: a pair of substrates and a Bquid crystal layer pro-

vided between the substratea wherein Bquid crystal molecules in the liquid crystal layer have a negative dielectric ani-

sotropy. and the liqiid crystal molecules are aligned in a direction substantially vertical to the substrates when no

66 driving voltage is k>eing appGed and axis-symntetricaUy alined around an axis-symmetrical alignment central axis in

each of a plurality of pixel regions under application of a driving vottage, and convex ptortions defining the pixel region

are provided on a suritoe of at least one of the substrateson the liquid crystal layer sida and a treatment tor controUing

a position of the axis-eynunetrical afignment central axis is conducted.

6
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In one embodimem of the present invention, the above^»itioned liquid crystal cfisplay device includes a region in

wtiich the liquid crystal motecu!es Keep a homeotropic alignment state undor application o1 an axis-syninietrlcal align-

ment central axis tbnning voftage at each predetennined position in the pturality of pixel regiora.

In another errtodiment of the present invention, Sa is en area of the region in which the Gquld crystal molecutee

5 keep a homeotropic alignment state urvSer the application of the axis-Qfmmdrical alignment central axis forming volt-

age, A Is an area of the pixel regkia and Sa/A satisffies the relationsr^p 0 < Sa/A < 4%

.

In another emlxxfiment of the present Invention, the at)ove^enttoned liquid crystal display device includes an axis-

syminetrlcai alignment central axis forrring portion at a predetemtined position in each of the plurality of pixel re^'ons,

and the axis-symmetrical alignment central ajdsd the U^iid crystal molecules isformed corresponding to the a^dssym-

10 metrical alignment central axis forming portion.

In another entediment of the present invention. Sb is an area of the axis-symmetrical alignment central axis form-

ing portion. A is an area of the pixel region, and Sb/A satisfies the rtiationsh^ 0 < Sb/A < 4%

.

In another errbodim^ of the present invention, a thiclviess of the liquid crystal layer in the pixel region is larger

than a thicta^ess of the Gquid crystal layer outside of the pixel region.

IS In another embodiment of the present Invention, the thidoiees of the liquid crystal layer in the ^el re^n is largest

at a central portion of the pixel region and continuously decreases from the central portion to a peripheral portion of the

pixel region.

In another entxxfiment of the present irNentioa the thickness of the liquid crystal layer in the pixel region is axis-

symmatrfeally changed wound the central portk>n of the pixel regton.

20 In anotlier enixxibnent of the present Invention, an axis-symmetrical alignment fbong layer is provkfed on a surface

of at least one of the substrates on the liquU crystal layer sida

In another embodbnent of the present invention, the axEs-symmetrical alignment fixing liQrer contains a photocura-

bte resin.

A melhod for producing a Cquid crystal display device is provUed. The d^ce includes a pair of sutistrates and a

26 liquid crystal layer provided between the substrates, liqiid crystal molecules in the liquid crystal layer having a negative

dielectric artisotropy, the Bquid crystal molecules being aligned in a direction substantially vertical to ttie substrates

v^&t no driving voltage Is being applied and be&tg axis-symmetrically aligned around an axis-symmetrical alignntent

central axis in each of a plurality of pixel regions under application of a driving voltaga The method includes the step of

perfonrang an axis-symmetrical alignment central axis forming process.

so In one emtxxSment of the present Inventton. the axis-symmetrical alignment central axis forming process includes

the steps of: disposinga prectffsor mixture containing a liquid crystal mater^ and a photocuratsle material t)etvveen the

substrates; and curing the photoourable material whDe applying an axts^symmetrlcal alignment central axis fbrming

voltage to the precursor mixture.

In another entediment of the present invention, the axis-symmetrical alignment central axis forming voltage is 1/2

55 or more of a threshoUvoHage of the BqitfJ crystal material.

In another embodiment of the present invention, the axis-synfunetrical alignment central axis Ibrmlng voltage is an

AC voltaga

In another entediment of the present invention, a frequency of the AC voltage is 1 Hz or mora
Thus, tfie invention described herein makes poss&ale the advantages cS (1) providing a liquid crystal display device

40 inducting a liquid crystal region in which Hquid crystal molecules are axis-symmetricalty aligned in «ich pM region,

having outstarxting viewing angle characterstics in an omnicfirection and a high contrast without roughrtess: (2) provid-

ing a plasma address LCD having out^anding viewing angle ctiaracteristics and a high contrast: and (3) providing a
method for producing the Itqukl crystal display devices as descrO^ed above with easa

These and other advantages of the present invention will become apparent to those sMIIed in the art t^wn reading

45 and understanding the followfing detailed description with reference to the acconyanying f^rea

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figures 1A throufilh 1D are scftematic views atustratirQ the operation princijpte of a tkiuki crystal display device in

60 an embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 2 is a graph showing a voltage-transntittanoe curve of the liquid crystal displiy device shown in Figures 1

A

through IDl

FiguresM through 3D are schematic views illustrating the relationsh^ t>etw8en the position of a central axis of an

axis-synvnetricaDy al'^ned region and tfie cfisplay quality.

66 Figures 4A and 4B are schematic views Blustrating a thldeiess dbi(x) of a liquid crystal layer of the liquid crystal

display device in a embocfiment of the present Invention.

Figures 5A through 5C are schematic cross-sectional views illustrating a pixel region in the Gquid crystal display

device In the embodiment of the present invention.
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Figure 6 is a graph showing a votege-U aiisniittafice curve of a liquid crystal disptey device including a Bquid crystal

layer with d • An - 450 rvn

.

Rgure 7 ie a schematic cross-secttonal view illustrating an enrtxxiffnent o! a PALC of the present invention.

Figure8A is a radar chartshowing viewing angle characteristics of a liquid crystal display device in a TN niode. and

9 Figure 8B is a schematic view illustrating the arrangement of polarizing plates in the liquid crystal display derice in a
TNmode.

Figure 9 is a radar chart showing viewing angle characteristics of a PAIX of the present invention.

Figures 10A through 1QD are schematic views iOustrating the t)aslc structure and operation principle of a Gquld

crystal display device in another embodiment of the present Invention.

10 Rgure 1 1A is a schematic view showirtg a state of an electric field distn'bution when a voltage is appBed to the liquid

crystal display device in the embocfiment ofthe present invention, and Figure 1 1B is a schematic view shovnng an align*

ment state of Gquid crystal molecules when a voltage is applied to the liquid crystal display device shown in Rgure 1 1A.

Rgure 12A is a schematic partial cross-sectionat view of a suk)6trate used In a lk|idd crystal displaydevice inEm
pie 1 of the present invention, and Rgure 12B is a plan view thereof.

16 Rgure 13 Is a ^aphshcMring electronic characteristics of the Gqutdory^ Examplel ofthe

present inventioa

Rgure 14 isa radar chart showing viewing angle characteristics of the liquid crystal display device in Example 1 of

tfke present invention.

Rgure 15 isa schematic partial cross-sectfonal view of a sutjsbate used in a liquid crystal display device in Exam-

30 pie 2 Of ttiepreevit invention.

Rgure 16 ie a radar chart showing viewing angle characterietiGe of a Gquid crystal display device in Example 7 of

the present Invention.

Figure 1 7 is a schematic partial cross-sectional view of a liquid aystal d'spSay device in Example 8 of the present

invention.

26 Figure 18 is a schematic partial aoss-sectior^ view of a eutstrate used in the Hqutd aystal display device in Exam-
ple 8 of the present invention.

Rgure 19A Is a schematic partial cross-sectional view of a 8ut)strate used in a PAIjC In Example 11 of the present

invention, and Figure 188 is a plan view thereof.

Rgure 20 is a schematic partial cross-sectional view of a PALC on Exanrple 12 of the present inventioa

30 Rgure 21 is a schematic partial cross-secttonal view of a sutKtrate used In the PALC in Example 12 ofthapresent

invention.

Figure 22A is a schematic partial croee-eectional view of a Gquid crystal display device ir^

invention, and Figure 228 laa plan view of one pixel thereia

Fhiure 23 is a schematic view showing results obtained l)y ol»erving pixels of a liqiBd aystal ceil produced In

35 Exarnpte 13 of the present invention wi^ a polarizing nrticroscope in crossed-NicolSw

Rgure 24 is a radar chart showing viewing angle characteristics of the liqud crystal display device in Example 13

of the present invention.

Figure 25A is a schematic partial cross-eectional view of a Squid crystal (fispiay device in Example 14 of the present

invention, and Figure 25B ie a plan view of one pixel therein.

40 Figure 26 is a schematic partial cross-sectional view of a liquid crystal cfisplay device in Example 16 of ttie present

invention.

Rgure 27 is a radar chart showing viewing angle characteristics of a liquid crystal cGsplay device in Exanple 18 of

the present invention.

Rgure 28 is a radar chart showing viewing angle characteristics of a liquid crystal cfisplay device in Example 19 of

46 the present inventioa

Figure 29 is a schematic partial cross-sectional view of a liquid crystal display device tn Conrparative Example 10.

F^ures 30A and 30B are schematic views Otustrsting viewing angle dependence of a conventional Equid crystal

disple^devica

Rgure 31 is a schematic plan view of a conventional liquid crystal display device bi a wide viewing angle moda
00 Rgure 32 is a crossrsectional view taken along ttte E-E' One in Rgure 31

.

Figure 33 is a scfierratic view illustrating a mettxxl fbr producing the conventional Gquid aystal display device

shown inF^ureSI.

Figure 34 is a schematic view Bhstrating the operation principle of a conventiormt liquid crystal display device in a
wide viewing angle moda

66 Figure 35 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the conventional Gquid crystal display device in a wide viewing

ar^le moda
Figure 38 is a schematic aoss-eectior»l view of a conventional PALC
F^e 37 isa schematic view illustrating the operation principle of ttte conventional PALa

8
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Figure 38 is a schenmtic view BlustFEiting the difference in viewing angle in a large display device.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBOOIMErTO

5 Hereinafter, preferred enttsodiments of the present invention will be desaflOed with reference to the drawings. It

should be noted that the present inventionle not limited thereta

Embodbnent 1

10 Basic operation

Referring to Figures 1A through 10. the operation prindpla of a Fiquid crystal display device 100 in an emtKxfiment

of the present Invention will be descrtt^ed. Figure 1A Is a schematic cross-sectional view of the Oquid crystal display

device 1 00when no voltage is being app&ed. artd Rgure 1C is a schematic cross-sectional view hereof under the apptl-

15 cation of a voltag& Figure IB shows results obtained by obeervkig the upper surftee of the liquid crystal display device

100 when no voltage is being applied with a polariztng miaosoope in aossed-Niools. and Figure ID shows results

obtained by observing the upper surfece of the liquid crystal displ^ device 100 unte
a polarizing mterosoope in crossed-Nicols.

The GquU crystal display device 100 includes a Equld crystal layer 40 containing an n-type DquM crystal material

20 (liquid crystal molecules) 42 with a negative dielectric anisotropy 6e between a pair of substrates 32 and 34. Homeo-
tr^ic alignment layers 38a and 38b are provided on the surtaces of the substrates 32 and 34 In contact with the liquid

crystal layer 40. Convex portions 3$ are fornnad on the siffface of at lew one of the substfates 32 and 34 on Hie liquid

crystal layer 40 side. Because of the convex portions 36. the fiquid crystal teyer 40 has two different thicknesses dom
and d|n. Consequently, a BquU crystal region exhOaiting axis-symmetrical alignment wvier the applicafon of a voltage

2S is defined as a region surrounded by the convex portions 36. as described later. In Figures 1A through 1 0, electrodes

for applying a voltage to the liquid crystal layer 40 formed on the ^ibstrates 32 and 34 are omitted.

As shown in Rgure 1 A. the liquid crystal molecules 42 are aligned by an alignment regulating fbrce of the homeo-

tropic alignment layers 38a and^ in a direction vertical to the substrates 32 and 34 when no voltage is being applied.

When pixel regions are observed when no voltage is being applied with a polarizing micnKCOpe in crossed-hfiools. a

30 blackfleed of view (normally black mode) is exhibited asshown bi F^ure 1 B. Upon the application of a voltage, the liqidd

crystal molecules 42 having a negative dielectric anisotropy Ae are provided with a fdrce which aligns the major axes of

the Bquid crystal molecules 42 in a direction vertical to the electric field direction. ThereforOb the liquid crystal mdeoules

42 are tilted from a direction vertical to the substrates 32 and 34 (gray-ecale display state), as shown in Rgure 10.

When the pixel regions in this state are observed with a polarizing microscope in crossed-Nicols, extinction patterns are

S5 observed in the directions of polariiation axes as shown in Figure 1DL

Figure 2 shows a voltage4ransntittance curve of the liquid orystai display device 100 of the present invention. The
absdssa axis represents a voltage appfled to the liquid crystal ta^ 40. and the ordinate axis represents a relative

transmiltance. When a voltage is increased flrom a normally blade elate when no voltage is being applied, the transmit-

tance gradually increases. A voltage at wtiich the relative transmittance with respect to a saturated transmHtance

40 becomes 10% is refienred to as (threshold voltage). When the voltage is further inaeased. the transmittance further

increases to reach saturation. A voltage at which the transmittance is saturated is referred to as Vq, (saturation voltage).

In the case where a voltage applied to the liquid crystal teyer 40 is between iy2 V^, and Vd. the transmittance reversa>ly

cf^mges in the operation range shouvn In Figure 2. Under the appllcatton of a voltage in the vidrdty of 1/2 V^i, the ftqM

crystal molecules are aligned In a direction almost vertical to the substrates, while rememt>erlng the synvnetry with

45 respect to central axes in axis-symmetrical alignment Thus, when a voltage eKceeding 1/2 Vn, is appfied. it is consid-

ered that the liquid crystal mdeoules reversiUy return tothe Vemembered" axis-symmetrical alignment stata However,

when a voltage to be applisd becomes lower than 1/2 V^i, the liquid crystal molecules are aligned fan a direction almost

vertical to the sutsstrates without remembering the symmetry with respect to the central axes in the axis-symmetrical

afignment Thus, even when a voltage exceeding 1/2 V«|| is applied again, the direction in which the liquid crystal mot-

so ecules are tSted is not uniquely determined. TheretorSi due to the presence of a pturalrty of central axes in axiSFSym-

metrical allgnmenl. the transmittance does not become stabla More spedficaDy. a pturalfty of central axee are once

formed in the redone defined by the convex portions 38 fi.a. pixel regions). For example, at a stage where an n-type

liquid crystal material is injected into a Bquid cry^ cell, the liquid crystal mol«:ules behave in the same way as in the

case of an applied voltage of less than 1/2 Vn^
£5 Thus, the display rnode in the present ernbodimernt»comes practically useful by applyi^

symmetrical alignment in the initial display, and using the device in the range of a voltage at which the alignment is sta-

ble after the commencement of the display.
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Convex portk>ns defbili^ pixel regions

As shown in Figure 1A, me liquid aystal display device 100 of the

to swround the pixel regions. In the case wrhere the thickness (cell gap) of the liquid crystal layer 40 is uniform without

convex portions 36. the posdions and sizes of liqud crystal donnins (continuously aligned regions: regions with no dis-

cfination enes) are notdelined Therefore, the liquid crystal moleoules are aligned in a landom direction, resulting in a
rough dispt^ in gray scales.

According to the present invention, the convex portions 36 define the positions and sizes of the liquid cry^
regions exhibiting axis-symnietrtcal alignment The convex portions 38 are formed for the purpose of controlling the

thidoiess of the liquid crystal layer 40 and weai«ening the interaction of the liquid crystal molecules between the pixel

regions. Re^rding the thidoiess of the liquid crystal layer 40, it is preferable that the thickness dout of liquid crystal

layer 40 on the periphery of the pixel region is snmller than the thickness d^ of the Bquid crystal layer 40 in the pixel

rotation (opening portion), Le.. d|n > dout.^ the relatiorel^ 0.2xd ,^ ^ d^ ^ O.Bxd is satisfied. More ^^ecifically,

in the case of 0.2>(d||, > d^y), the effect of weakening the Interaction of the liquid crystal molecules between the pixel

regions by the convex portions^ is not sufficient and it may be difficutt to form a single axis-symmetricaOy aligned

region in each pixel region. Furthermore, in the case of doot > 0.8)cd|,„ it may be {fifTicdt to iriject e liquid crystal material

into a liquid crystal ceO.

It is noted that a "pixel" Is generally defined as the minimum urtit for perlomting a display. The term npixel region*

used herein refers to a partial regton of a display device oonresponding to the Iplxer. In the case of pixels having a large

aspect ratio (i.a, tong pixels), a pturatity of pixel regions m^ be formed with respect to one long pb»l. The numt>er of

pixel regions formed corresponding to pixele is preferably as small as poseflWe, as long as the axis-symmetrical align*

meni is stably formed. Ttie term "axis-symmmrical alignment* refers to, for example, radial alignment tangential align-

ment eto.

Control of positions of central axes In axls^symn»tr1cal alignment

The positions of central axes in the axis-symmetrlcally aligned re^ons generated under the application of a voltage

teve a great ^ect on display quality. Referring to F^res 3A through 3Dt the relationship between the positions of cen-

tral axes and ttie display quality will be described. As shown in Figure 3A, in the case where a central axis 44 is posi-

tioned at the center of each pixel regioa even when a cfi&play surface Is observed with a can tilted, all the pixel regions

are observed in the same wcqf as shown in Figure 3(X As shown in Figire 3B, in the case where the central axes 44
are positioned shifted away from the centers of the pixel regione, the pixel regkm with the shifted central axee are

obsen/ed In a difterent wiqr fnm the ottter pixel regkm as shown In F^ure SIX which results in a rough display. This

problem becomes particularly remarkable in gray scales.

The positions of central axes in axis-symmetrical alignment can be controlled by adjusting ti)e tiiickness d|n(^ of

the liquid aystal layer in the pixel regions. As shown in Figures 4A and 4B. the titickness d||,(x) of tiie liquki crystal layer

is continuouslychanged so tiiatthe thickness din (x » 0) of the liQutd crystal layer becomes maximum and the thickness

d||i(xsr}becomesntinimum. wherex a Oat thecenter of tile pixel region, and x° rat one end of ttiepixel region. It is

pref&able titat tiie cfifferential coefficient of d|„(x) is always negative and continuous from x & 0 to x ^ r. In view of the

symmetry of tite viewing angle characteristics, it is preferak)}e that thetHdmess of the liquid crystal l^er is as symmet-
ric as possible with respect to the center of each pixel regioa

The axis^symmethcal alignment is formed with good reproducibility by controlling the thickness of the liquid crystal

layer as described above. This mechanism w&l be desaibed wHh r^rence to Figures 5A through SC. Figures 5A
through 5C are schematic cross-sectional views fllustrating a pixel regton of the liqud crystal display device of the

present invention.

As shown in Figure 5A. a display electn)de 52 is fonned in a pixel region on tile Sitffaced on^
homeotro^c aTignntent layer SBsl is formed so as to cover the display electrode 52. The homeoiro^ alignment layerm has a cfoss-section m which the thidoiess 6^ of tiie liquid crystal Igyer 40 changes as shown in Figures 4A and
4B. The changes in the tiiickness d| of the homeotropic aTignment layer 5Ba with respect to a position x is opposite to

the changes in tiie ti^ckness of ttie liquki crystal layer 40. Thereftye* it is preferable ttiat tiie differential coefficient of

df{30 of ttie homeotro;^ alignment layer 58a is poeitive. A counter electrode 54 is formed on the surtace of the ottier

substrate 34 on tiie Ik|uid crystal layer 40 skie. and a homeotropic alignment layer 56b is fbmned so as to ovrer the

counter electrode 54. The homeotrof^ alignment layer 58b has a flat cross-section.

Liquid crystal molecules 42 in the vidrtity of the homeotropic afignment layer 5Ba are afigned in a d&retibon vertical

to the surtace of the homeotropic alignment layer 58a. so that they are tilted from the substrate surface. Thus, when a
voltage is applied across ttie electrodes 52 and 54, ttie major axes of tiie liquid crystal molecules 42 t>ecome tilted from

an electrical field direction E. As a result ttie ik^uid crystal molecules 42 are tilted by the electrical fleU E only in direc-

tions represented by arrcNvs in Figure 6A. A tin angle e* of ttie rtquid crystal molecule froma direction normal to ttie sub-
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straia surface preferably satisfies the relationship 0 < 6* £ 3^ When er exceeds about 3*. there is a large possibSty that

a phase difference may be caused by the Squid crystal rndecutes arei ii^^

As described above, the cross-sectional shape (thicfcnese) of the homeotropic aGgnment layer is changed to vary

the thiCKnese of the liqiod crystal layv 40 as described with reference to Figures 4A and 4B, whereby the positions of

5 cential axes in ans-symmetrical alignment can be oontroOed. and the axis-symmetrical aBgnment can be realized with

good reproducfisOity.

bfi the example shown in Rgure 5A. although the tMctaiess of the liquid crystal liQfer 40 is controlled by the cross-

sectional shape of the homeotropic alignment layer 58a. the m^hod fbr oontrolGng the thidtness of the liquid crystal dis-

play device 40 is not Gmited thereta For example, as shown in Rgure SB. a soHd dielectric layer 59 having a desired

10 cross-section may be separately formed, and the homeotropic afignment layer 58a having a unifbmi tfudviess rrmy ba

formed thereon. The sofid <fielectric layer 59 can be formed by using a oonvenbonaDy used overcoat agent. nrx)re spe-

cifically, an epQxy-type coating agent an epoxyacrylate-type coating agent, and the 6ke. In the present endxxliment.

the thickness of the thickest portion of the solid dielectric layer 59 is. tor example, in the range of 500 to 10000 nm. and

the thickness of the thinnest portion is, for example, in the range of 0 to 5000 nm.

15 In the case where the thickness of the liquid crystal layer 40 is controlled by usir^ the solid dielectric layer 59, the

solid dielectric layer 59 is preferably formed on the dtsptey electrode 52. As shown in Fqjure 5C, when the display elec-

trode 52 is formedon the solid cfietectric layer 59, the electric fieU direction E ts tilted from the sut)Strate surface, so that

in most cases^ the directkyi in which the liquid crystal molecules are tilted is not unk^uely determined.

20 Uquld crystal rraterlal

The liquid crystal material used in the present inventkvi is of an n-type which has a negative dielectric anisotropy

(Ae < 0). The absobite value of Ae can be appropriately determined depending upon the purposa m general, consider-

ing that a driving voltage is decreased, the absolute value is preferably larga

26 Retardation d * An under the appScation of a voltage is an important factor ¥vtvch influences critical device charac-

teristics such as trananittance and viewing angle characteristics of a devica In the display mode of the present inven-

tton. the retandation peculiar to a liquid crystal celt determined by the product of An peculiar to a Squid crystal material

and a thidoiess d of a liquid crystal layer is not necessarily delbied to l)e an optimum value. Aocorcfing to the present

inventbn. the retardation at the maximum driving voHage to be used is important which will be descrt>ed betow.

30 Rgure 6 shows a voNage-transmlttance curve of a liquid crystal display device having a retardation value larger

tlian the optimum retardatton value (first minimum condition under which a transmittanca beconws maximum:

d • An s 450nm). In such a Equid cry^ display device, it is not required to use a voltage at which a transmittanca

exceeds tho maximum point of a relative transnitittance, and the device may be driven in a region where the relatlva

transmittance nranolonously increases. More spedficaDy. a voltage at^ich the relative transmittance becomes maxi-

55 mum rr»y beset as the maximum driving voltage Vfmt
in Figure 5.

Regarding the range of relardaUon. a product d • An (retardatton) of apparent An (anisotropy of a refractive index:

a value at the maximum driving voltage) of liquid crystal molecules when a liquid crystal cell Is produced and an average

thicknese d of the liquid crystal layer is preferably in the range of about 300 nm to about 500 nm. There Is a second

minimum conditkm (retandation: about 1000 nm to aboU 1400 nm) for the transmittance to become local maximum.

40 However, the second mirvnum concfition is not preferable sirtce the viewing angle diaracteristics when no voltage is

being appli«f decrease. Furthermore, the relationship K>etween the level of an applied voltage and the transmittance

t>ecomes inverted depencfing upon the viewing angle, wtiat is called, a gmy-scale inversion (contrast inversion) phe-

nomenon occurs imder the second minimum condition, which is not preferabia

The twist angle off the liquid crystal ntolecules in the Bquid crystal layer is also an important factor determining the

40 transmittance of the GqukI crystal displiy device. Aocordirtg to the present invention, the twist angle at the maximum
driving voltage is as irnportant as tie retardatkyi. In principle, the transmitlance of the liquid crystal display device

becomes maximum in the casav^e the twist angle is 90" and 270*. However, in the case of the twist ar^a of 270*.

it is difficultto stably produce axis-synmnetrical alignment so that the twist angle in the vicinity of 90* atwhich the trar»-

mitlance becomes maxinum in the vollaga-transmittance curve is prafMala Ttie twist angle under the applicatfon of

so the maximum driving voKage is pref^atsly in the range of about 45* to ak)Out 110*. According to the present Invention,

since the n-type liquid crystal molecules are used, the apparent twist angle of the OquM crystal molecules depende

upon a voltage. The twist angle when no voltage is being applied is almost 0*. and the twist angle irrcreases with the

increase in the appGed voHaga When a sufficient voltage is appfied, the twist angle approaches tfiat pecuBar to the liq-

uid crystal material.

66 The combinatkKi of the twist angle and the retardation In the at)ove-mentioned range under the applicatfon of the

maximum driving voltage is more prefbrat)le. I>acause it altaws thetransmittance to approach the maximum value more

effectively.
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Pliotocurabid resin

As descnbed aboi^e with reference Figure 2. tt is preferable that a voltage of 1^ v^^ or more is always appfied to

the fiquid crystal displiy device of the present invention. If a voltage is applied to liquid crystal molecules aligned in a

5 direction vertical to the substrates, the direction in which the liquid crystal moleoules are tilted is not uniquely deter-

mined. As a result a plurality ofceiM axes are fransienOy Ibnrned. Ha voltage is conH

tral axis is fornted in each region defined by the a)nvex portions, and this state issta^
of 1/2 Vg, or more Is applied.

An axis-symmetrical alignment fixing layer is fbrmed by curing a photocurable resin mixed in a lk;uid crystal nurte-

10 rial under the application of a voltage ai^J2yf^^or more for stat>iiizing axis-symmetrical ali{rinient The axis-symmetri-

cal afignment fixing layer is capable of stabiOzing the axis-symmetrical alignment After the photocurable resin is cured,

a plurality of central axes are not formed even when a voltage of 1 /2 Vfh or more Is removed. Thus, the axis-symmetrical

alignment is formed with good reproduca)irity. The axis-symmetrical fixing layer will be described in detaO later.

As the photocumtile resin used inthe present invention, an acrytate type resin, a methacrylate type resin, a styrene

19 type resin, and derivatives thereof can be used. By adding a photopolymeiization initiatorto these resins, the photocur-

able resin can be cured more efficiently. A thennosetting resin can also be used.

The adding amount of the curable resin (photocurable or thermosetting resin) is not particularly Bmited in the

present invention, with the optimum amount being variable depencfing upon the material. However, it is preferable that

the content of the resin (% based on the total weigM Including theweigW of the B^uidc^
20 about 5%w When the content le less than about 0.1%» the axls^ymmetrical alignment state cannot be stabilized by the

cured resin. When the content exceeds atXAit 5%! the effect of the homeobopic alignment layer is reduced, so that the

Squid crystal molecules are aligned largely shifted from homeotropic afignment when no vohage is being applied. This

causes the li^ transmittance (light leakage} to increase, deteriorating the blacK statewhen no voltage is being applied.

25 Pfiase difference plate

In the case where a vertically afigned liquid crystal molecules are (fisposed between two polarizing plates whose

optical axes are orthogonal to each other, a sattstactory Uack state with a high contrast is ot^ned in the front otfface

cfirection. However, when the device is observed from a different viewing angle, a contrast ratio is decreased due to light

30 leataige, depencSng upon (i) the viewing ang^e dependence of characteristics of the polarizing plates and (ii) the viewing

angledependence of retardation of a Dquid crystal layer (the rettudation of the vertically aligned liquid crystal molecules

is changed depending upon the direction). Thisphenomenon occurs particulariy In the 45« direction firom the polariza-

tion axis (azimuth angle, l.e., intra-substrate angle). In onder to prevent this phenomenon. H la effective todecrease the

retardatton of the vertically aligned fiquid crystal moleculea Alternatively, it is prefierafale that a phase difference plate

98 having a negative uniaxial "FVisbee-type" refractive oval bo4y Is disposed between the liqiad cryistal ceO and the polar-

izing Plata A biaxial phase difference fIm having the relationship In which the refracBve index n^^y in an intra-displqy

surface direction is greater than the refractive Index n^ in a direction vertical to a dteplay surface may be used. It is pref-

erable that the phase differeiKe of this phase difference plate is onaller than tiw retardation pecufiar tothe liquid crystal

cell detenmined by the product of An peculiar to tiie liquid crystal material and a thidoiess d of the liquid crystal layer.

40 More preferably, the retardation peculiar to the Equid crystal cell is in the range of ak)out 30% to aK)Out 80%. When the

r^antetion is less ttian about 30%. the effM of the phase difference plate is snmO
about 60%, staining becomes large in the wide viewing angle direction, which is not preferat)le.

Homeotropic alignment layer

48

As the homeotropic alignment layer, ariy layers having the surface capable of vertically aligning liquid oryM ntol-

ecules maybe used. The honieoliopic afignment layer can be made ofan Inorganic material or an orgarto material For

exampla polyimide^ype materials (JAL8-204, produced by Japan Synthetic Rubber Co., Ltd.; 1211. produced by Nis-

san Chemical Industries, Ltd.), inorgartie materials fEXP-OA003: produced by Nissan Chemical Industries* Ltd.). and

00 the like can be used.

Embocfiment2

The present invention is also applicable to a PALO. Figure 7 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a PALO 400 in

6S the present embodiment The PALC 400 includes a counter substrate 120. a plasna sut»slrate 110. and a liquid crys^

layer 102 disposed therebetween. The liqiad crystal t^er 102 is sealed with a sealant 106. The plasma substrate 110

includes a substrate 111, a dielectric sheet 116 opposing the substrate 111. and a plurality of plasma chambers 113

deTmed by partition walls 112 provided between the sitelrate 111 and the dieleclrto sheet 116. The plasnna chandlers
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113 oppose tho liquid crystal layer 1 02 with the dielectric layer 116 disposed therebetween. Oas sealed in each plasma

chamber 113 is iorvzed by applying a vdtage across an anode 1 14 and a cathode 115 fornted on the surface of the

substrate 111 on ihe plasma chamber 113 side, whereby plasma discharoe occurs. A ptura%
In the shape o1 stripes in a direction vertical to the drawing surface of Figure 7 In suc^ a manner as to be orthogonal to

5 transparentelectrodee 105 formed on the surface of the ooumersut»tratal20on the inter-

sedione of the plaemachambers 113 and the transparent electrodes 1 05 define pixel regions. Compared with a sin^e
matrix type Gctuid crystal cfisplaydome, the transparent efectrodes 105 on the counter sufcistiBte 120 correspond to cSs-

play electrodes (signal electrodes), and ttie plasma chambers 113 correspond to scannbng electrodes.

Convex portions 132 in the e^^pe of a lattice are formed on the counter eitetiate 120 on the Uquld crystal layer 102

10 side so as to correspond to the non-pixel regions. The convex portions 132 cJIow axis-symmetricaSy aOgned regions to

be formed so as to correspond to the pixel regions. Furthermore, homeotropic alignment layers 1 34a and 134b are pro-

vided on the ajrtaces of the plasma sutsstrate 1 10 and the counter substrate 120 on the liquid crystal layer 102 side.

The basic operation, tfte convex portions defining the pixel regions, the control of the positions of central axes In

axis-eymmetrical alignment, the liqiad crystal material, the photocurat)le resin, the phase difference plate, and the

15 homeotropic afignment layer are basically thesame as described in Embodiment 1 . Therefbr^ the detailed descr^Mons

thereof will be omitted herei The ur^ue characteristics of the PALC will be desafbed below.

In the case of the FVU.C aocoiding to the present invention, regarding Ae of the liquid crystal material, % prefer-

ably as small as possible tsecause voltage can k>e easily applied to the liquid crystal layer. More specifically,% is pref-

erably in the range of 2.5 to 3.3. (Here^ 6e Is defined as a difference t>etween ^ and cx. ^/ is the conponent of the

20 dielectric constant parallel to the (flredion of orientation vector of the liquid crystal molecules, and Is the oomponent

of the dielectric constant p^pendicular thereto.)

Regarding the soTid dielectric layer, a voltage to be applied to the liquid crystal layer 1 03 is divided between the liq-

uKi aystal layer 102 and the dielectric sheet 115 in accordance with the capacitance (see Figure 7). In general, in ttie

case of the PALC, the thickness of the dielectric sheet 116 Is larger than that of the liquid crystal layer 102, so that a
29 voitage applied to the liquid crystal layer 1 02 is smaller than that app&ed to the dielectric sheet 116. Thus, the effect of

the voltage drop caused by the formation of a solid dielectric layer on the surfSaoe of the dielectric sheet 1 1 6 on the liquid

crystal l^er 102 side is relatively small, so that the formation of a solid tfelectric layer with a thidoiese of about several

lun does not cause any practical problenv.

30 Arrangement of polarizing plates

When there is a difference In refractive Index on an attachment surface between the plasma substrate and the thin

glaas sheet (i.a, the dieiedric sheeQ, Ogt^ teal® from the attachment eurface due to the birefringence wid the differ-

me in refractive index with respect to polarized tight, whereby the attachment portion becomes visibia This phenom-
95 enon becomes most obvious in the case where the angle between the polarization axes of the polarizing ptates and the

surface having the difference in r^ctive index is 45'. tn the case where this angle is 0* or 80', tKs phenomenon
becomes minimum. In the case of a device in a TN mode, in order to widen the viewing angle in the sideward direction

as seen by an observer, considering its viewing angle characteristice (Figure 8A), the polarizing plates are genially

disposed in such a ntanner that the polarization axes are t'lted by 45** from the crosswiee direction on the cfisplay sur-

40 face as shown in Figure 8B. When the polarizing ptates of the PALC in a TN mode are disposed in this way. since the

plasma chamber structure causing the (fifference in refractive index extends in the ortfinate or absossa direction of the

display siffface. the plasmachamber structure is easfly visimlized. However, tf\e axis-symmetrical afignment mode (ver-

tical ASM mode) used Inthe present invention has viewing angle chaiacteristics with high symmetry, as shown in Figure

9; therefore, the polarization axes of the polarizing plates can be dSsposed In a crosswise direction of the display eur-

49 face, whereby the plasma chamber structure can bemade invisUe. In this respect there ia an advantage that the axis-

symmetrical alignment is applied to the PALC

Embodvnent 3

50 Basic Structure and Operation Principle

In the present Ofnbodiment. the case where concave portions or througfvholes (hereinafter, referred to as axis-

symmetrtcat aE^iment central axis forming portions) for axis-symmetrically aligning liquid crystal molecules are pro-

vided at pred^rrvned positions (preferably; 8ut)6tantially central portions of the ptxal regions) of electrodes on at least

66 one subciratawlllt>e described.

Referring to Figures 10A ttvough 1 0D, the t>asic structure and operation principle of a liquid crystal disptay device

100 in the present embodiment wQl be described. Rgure 10A Is a schematic cross-sectional view of the liquid crystal

display device 100when no voitage is being applied, and Figure IOC is a schematie oossrsectional view thereof under
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the application of a voltage. Figure 10B shows results obtained by observing the upper surface of the liquid crystal (fis-

play device 100 shown in Figure IDA with a polarizing microscope in cross6d•^6coi8. and Figure 10O ^nws resi^

obtained by observing the upper surface of the liquid ciyslal display device 100 shown in Figure 10B with a polarizing

miooeoope in oossed-Nicols.

The liquid crystal cSsplay deirice 100 Includes a Gquid crystal layer 40 containino a liquid orysial material Oiquid

crystal moleoules)42 with a ne^ttive dielectric anisotropyArbetween a pair of substrates 32 and 34. Itareparent elec-

trodes 31 and 33 are provided on the surfaces of the substrates 32 and 34 on the liquid orystallayer 40 side, respec-

tivety. Homeotropic alignntem layers 38a and^ are provided on the transparem electrodes 3 arvl 33. respectively.

Furthermore, an aris-symnietrical alignnrtei^ central axis forming portion 35 is provided at a predetermined position

(preferably, a substantially central portion of each pixel region) of each of the electrodes (electrodes 31 in Figure 10A)

on at Ieast one sutsstrata Convex portions 36 are formed on the surface of at least one of the substrates 32 and 34
(sub^rate 32 in Figure 1QA) on the Equld crystal layer40 side.

Because of tfie oorrvex porlicns 36, the liquid crystal layer 40 has two different thidoiesses do„, and din-^ a result,

i;9>on the appGcation of a voltage for forming axi8>synvnetrical alignment central axes (desorS>ed later), liquid crystal

regions exhilsftir^ axis-symmetrical alignment are defined txy the corrvex portiorta 36. The formation of the convex por-

tions 36 dennee the positions and sizes of the fiquid crystal regions exhibiting axis-symmetricaJ alignment The delafl of

the convex portions 36 is a8de8criK>ed in Embodiment 1 . Furthemnore. the position of eactv axis-eyrrvnelncal alignmenl

central axis is controlled tiy the axis^symmetrical alignment central axis forming portion 35. Thus, as shown in Figure

10C; the Equid crystal molecules 42 are axis-eymmetrlcally aligned around an axis-symmetrical alignment central axis

44 formed in the axis-eymmetrical alignment central axis forming portion 35 in the pixel region defined by the convex

portions 36.

The liquid crystal molecules 42 are aligned on a direction vertical to the suS>strates 32 and 34 by an alignment reg-

ulating force of the homeotropic alignment layers^ and 38t> when no voltage is being applied as shown in Figure

1QA. When the pixel regions are ok>served with a polarizing microscope In crossed-Nioois when no voltage Is being

applied, a (terk fiefd of view (normaOy btetck mode) is exhibited as shOAm in F^re 10B. Upon the application of a volt-

age^ the liquid crystal molecules 42 having a negative dielectric anisotropy Ac are provided with a fbrce which aligns the

major axes of the liquid crystal molecules 42 in a (firection vertical to the electric field direction. Therelbre, the BquEd

CTfCtBA molecules 42 are tilted from the cfirection vertical to the substrates as shown sn Figure 10B (gray^scale display

state). When the pixel regions in this state are observed with a polarizing microsoope in crossed-Nicols. extinction pat-

terns are observed in the directions of polarization axes.

Figure 2 shows a voftage^tiansmittance curve of the liquid crystal display device of the present invention. The
abecissa axis represents a vdtage, and the ordinate axis represents a relative transmtttanca As shown in Figure 2,

when a voltage IB Increased, the transmittance gradually Increases When the voltage is further Increased, the transmit-

tance further increases to reach saturation.

When a voltage is increased from the non-application state, the liquid crystal molecules 42 ere tilted from a dorec-

tion vertical to the substrates 32 and 34. However, the direction in which the liquid crystal molecules 42 are tilted is not

uniquely determined. According to the present Invention, t>ecause of the convex porUons 36, a plurality of central axes
in axis-symmetrical alignment (hereinafter, merely referred to as "central axes*) are formed in liquid crystal regions

exhibiting axis-symmetrical alignment defined by the convex portions 36. However, when such a plurality of central axes

are present, both the alignment and the transmittance are unstabia

When a voltage of 1^ Vn, or more is continued to be applied, a plurality of central axes become a single central

axis 'w\ each liqiid aystal region defined the convex portions 36. In the case where a voltage applied to the liqutd

crystal layer 40 is k)etween 1/2 and Vqi, the transntfttance reverslbiy changes In the operation range as shown in

Figure 2. Under the condition that a voltage in the vicinity of 1/2 Vm is applied, the Uquid aystal molecules are aligned

in e direction abnosl vertical tothe eubstrates, while remefnber&ng theaxfa-eymmetrical afignment etate under the appli-

cation of a voltage of 1/2 Vm or more, i.e.. the symmetry with respect to the central axia However, when the voltage is

removed or the vottage is deaeased to less than 1/2 Vn,, the Gquid crystal molecules are afigned in a direction almost

vertical to the substrates and return to a state not remembering the axis-symmetrical alignment stata Thus, even when
a voltage exceedng 1/2 Vth is applied a^in, a pluraldy of central axes areonce again formed. For exampta at a stage

where an n-type liquid crystal material Is injected into a liquid crystal cell, the llqubl crystal moleculesbMve In the

same way as In the case of an applied voltage of less than 1/2 Vth.

As deson'bed abova the Gquid crystal display device of the present invention operates in a normally biack mode in

which the nquid crystal molea^es are aligned in a direcfon vertical to the substrates to perform a Uadc display wften

no voftage is t>eing applied, and the liquid crystal molecules are axis-symmetricaOy afigned around a central axis

formed in each f^xel region to perform a white tfsptay under the application of a voltage. However, a pturaOty of central

axes are formed after the application of a voltage, so that the operation t)ecomes unstable with a tAack display t>eing

perfdnmed when no voltage Is being applied. In order to achieve a stable operation in ttie display mode of the present

irwention. it is desirable that one central axis is fomied in each region prior to a cfispl^ operation.
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In order to form one central axis in each pixel region before the cG^lay operation, a predetermined ^^rftage, i.a. a
voltage of Vu, or more should be appfied. Thus, one central axis is formed in each pixel region, whereby a stable

axis-symmetrical alignment state can be realized during a white display HtMvever, the removal of the voltage aOows a

pturalityd central axes to be formed as in an Initial unstable state. Therefore under the appli-

5 cation of a predetermined voltage. i.e.. a voltage in the vicinity of 1/2 Vm without rermnrxQ the vdtage even during a

black display after the commencement of a (fisplay. In the display mo6e of the present tnventioa the device is preferably

used in the range of a voltage at which a stable axis^symmetrical alignment state is obtained. i.e.. in the range of 1/2

To fonn one central axis in each pbtel region before thedisptay operationfor the purpose of obtaining a stable oper-

10 ation state is referred to as 'axis-symmetrical alignnf)ent central axis fbm^ng process*. A voltage applied for the purpose

of forming central axes is referred to as ^axis~8ymmetrical alignment central axis forming vottfl^e*.

Contral of the positions of central axes

15 As described above, according to the present invention, the liquid crystal molecules are aEgned (n a direction ver-

tical to the 6tA)strates when no voltaga is being appSed. When a voHage is contimjed to be applied, the liquid crystal

molecules are axis-eynmetrically afigned around one central axis in each liquid aystal region defined by the oonvex

portions. Thus, a liqidd aystal dtaplay devfoe with a h^h contrast and a wide viewing angle can be realized.

However, since the direction In wMch the liquid crystal nralecules are tmed under tto

2P uniquelydetermined, the central axes can be formed at aitArary positions, depending upon the pbcel regioa f=br exam-

ple, there is a possibi irty that the central axis is fbrmed at different positions even in the identical pixel region every time

a voftage is applied. Ahernatively, there is a possibility that even if an kfent'cal voltage is simultaneously appSed. an
axis-syntmetrical alignment central axis forming voltage may be applied to the liquid crystal molecules in various man-

ners depending upon the pixel retfon. whereby the central axes are formed at different positions, depending upon the

25 pforel region.

When the positions at which the central axes are fonned vary depending upon the pixel region, there is a great

effect on display quality. The relationship between the positfons of the central axes and the <fisplay quality is as

de8al>ed vnth reference to RguresM through 3D. More specifically, in the case where the central axis 44 is formed at

each central position in the pixel regions as shown in Rgure 3A, all the pixel regions are ot>served in a similar manner

90 even when the display surface is observed with a cell tBted as shown in Figure 3C. In the case where some central axes

are formed shAed from central portions of the pixel regions as shown bi Figure ZB, the pixel regions with the central

axes shifted are obeerved in adifferern manner from the other pixel regions as shown in Flg^
(rough) dtepl^ is obtained. This problem beoomee serious partieularfy in a gray-scale display

In Older to (AytBin a (S^tey without any roughness^ it is preferable that the positions of the central axes are cuiitiol*

55 led t>y conducting an axis-synmtrical afignmem central axis fdrn^ Regions

where the liquid aystal molecules keep a homeotfopic alignment state even under the appGcation ofa voltage are pro-

vided in the pixel regiors the axis symmetrical alignnrtent cerrtral axis Ibrming process, wheretjy the positfons of the

central axes can be controOed. The regionswhere the r^^uid crystal molecules keep a homeotropic alignment state even

under the application of a voHage can be provided by forming axis^symmetrical aligmnM central axis forming portione

40 in the electrcxies in the pixel regions, in this case, it is preferable that Sa satisfies 0% < Sa/A < at)out 4% , where 6a is

an area of a region where the liquid aystal molecules are aligned in a direction vertical to the sutstrates under the

applicatfon of an axis-symmetrical alignment central axis forming voltage in each pixel region, and A is an area of each
• l^el region, for the fbllowlng reason. When Sa Is 0. there is no effect of controliing the positfons of the central axss.

When Sa is about 4% or more, the ratfo of 9\e axisrsymmetrlcal alignment central axis fonming portions which do not

45 contrfoute toa display is too large, ar^ those portions beconie blade delects, deaeasing thecoma
The liquid crystal nwleato in the axis-symrnetrical al^nnrient cenM

aignmeni state Ihweof k>etng Influenoed by an dectric fiekL Furtfiermae, even when a central axis is formed ina posi-

tion of ttie pixel regfon other tfian the portfon where the liquKi crystal molecules keep a fnmeotropic alignment state

even under the appCcatfon ofa voltage, ttie central axis nrnves firom the portion 1^
50 tion where the Bquid crystal molecules keep a homeotrcyic alignment state by continuing to apply an axis-symmetrical

alignment central axis fonmlng voltaga Tlius, the central a)ds is formed in the portion of the pixel region where the liquid

crystal molecules keep a homeotropic aHgnmem state even und^^ the appScatfon of a voltaga The time reqifl'red to

aflow the central axis to move to a predetermined position fi.a. a portion wfiere the Kqifld crystal ntdecules keep a
homeotropic afignment state even under the applicatfon of a voltage) should be prescrfoed to be. for axampla tens of

66 seconds or nrtora Furthermore, the application of an axis-symmetitcal alignment central axis forming voltage wtiOe

heating a liquid crystal cell facilitates the movement of the central axis from the portion where the axis is odginaDy

famed to the portfon where the OqukI crystal molecules keep a homeotropic alignment stata as a result of which the

controllatiillty of the positions of the central axes are furthermae improved.
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Altemaliveiy. by providing an axis-symmetncal aJagnment central axis forming portion at a predetermined posHion

(preferably, a substantieDy central portion of each pixel region) of each electrode in the pixel recpons. the positions of

the centra) axes can be oontroDed. Figures 11A and 11B show the states of the electric force and the alignment of the

liquid crystal molecules under the applicatton of a voltage to a llqMd crystal ceU in which an axis-symmetrical aHgnment

central axis forming portion is provided in a pixel regioa In these figures^ the reference numeral 1 denotes substrates.

2 denotes eiectiodesi 2a denotes an axis^symmetrical alignment central axis forming portion. 13 denotes an electric

force, and 14dmtes Gquid crystal molecules.

An etectrfc field fen the vicinity of the boundary between the axis-symmetrical alignment central axis forming portion

2b and the electrode 2 ie strained by providing the axis-eymmetrica] alignment central axis fbrming portion 2a. and as

shown in Figure 11 A, an electric force 13 having a component parallel to the substrates is generated. Consequently, as

shown in Figure 1 1B. the liqtMl crystal molecules in the pixel region are influenced by the strained electric field, and

even when the central axis is formed in a portion of the pixel region not corresponding to the axis-symm^cal alignment

central axis forming portion 2a. the central axis moves from the portion where the axis is originally fornted to a portion

ofthe pixel region corresponding to the axis-symmetrical alignment central axis forming portion 2a. Thus, the axia-eym-

m^cal alignment central axis is formed In the portion of the pbcel region corresponding to the axis-eymmetrical align-

ment central axis forming portion 2a.

Alternatively, the po&tions of the central axes can be controlled t^ adjusting the thicknesa of the liquid crystal layer

in the pixel region. The adjustment of the thidoiess of the Gquid crystal layer in the pixel region is as described in

Embodiment 1 with reference to Rgures 4A and 4Bl

Stabilliation ol on axfe-symmstrteal alignment stale off the liquid crystal molecules under the appUcetlon offan
axis-eymntatrlcal alignment central axis forming voltage

In Older to perform a stable display opa ation in a disptey mode of the present invention, it is deslratsle that an axis-

symmetrical alignment state is dak^zed by forming one central axis in each pixel region prior to a display operation.

For this purpose, as described above, the axis-symmetrical alignmerYt central axis forming process should be con-

ducted, in %vhich a predetermined voltage is applied prior to the display operatioa Furthermore, it is preferable that a
predetermined voHage is applied even during a biacK (ficplay after the commerKement of the display operatoa and the

operation voltage, fbr example. In the range of 1/2 Vn, to V^. capable of obtaining a stable axis-symmetrical alignment

state is used. The reason fbr applying a predetemntned voltage even during a biad^ display Is that the liquid crystal ntol-

ecules are allowed to remember an axle-symmetrical alignmant state (i.e.. symntetry with respect to a central axis)

formed upon the application of a voltage of 1/2 V||, or more ao as not to return to the state. The axis-symmetrical

aOgnmem central ajds forming process may be conducted every time btfore the oor^
tionafiar the completion of a liquid CTystal displaydevice, or rnay be inc^
crystal dtsplay devica

Asts-synunatrtcal allgnmetit fixing layer

According to the present invention, when no voltage is being applied, the liquid crystal nrtdecules may be pre-

saZbed to assume an axis-symmetrical alignment state simitar to that under the application of a voltage in the vicinity

of ^/2. Vttt In <vder to realize this, the axis-symmetrical alignment fixing layer can be formed on the surface of at least

one of the substrates oh the Bquid cry^ layer side By forming the axis-symmetrical alignment fbdng layer, an axis-

symmetrical pretilt angle can be provided to liquid crystal molecules In each iiqvAj crystal region exf^Wng axis-sym-

metrical idignment even under the condition that a voltage of 1/2 Vd, or more is not apfdied. Although the liquid crystal

molecules are provided with a pretat artgte by the axis-symmetrical alignment fixing liyer even when no voltage is bting

appOed, the tilt of the liquid orystal molecules from a direction normal to the

stantiaDy equal to that in the case without the axis-eymmetrical alignment fixing layer.

Tlwaxis-symrnelrical alignmemfbdng1^ can be Ibnnad bya method incM
irtxtura containing at leasta liqia crystal nwlerialand a photocurablenftate^
the photocur&ble ntttertal in the mlxtiffe. TTte photocurable material Is cured^ for exan^e^ by exposing the precursor

mixtura disposed between the substrate to light under the application of an axis-symmetrical angnment central axis

formir>g voltaga Any appropriate Bght eo^owB conditions can t>e adopted. A thenTx>8etling material can be used in

place of the photocurable material. In the case of using the thermosetting material, any appropriate curing conditions

(heating conditions) can be adopted. The content of the curatite material in the precursor mbcture is as described in

Emtxxfim&it 1

.

TDe photocurable material is preferaK>}y used for the following reason. Desired regions of the photocurable material

can be selectively cured, using a photomask or the Wka, so that liquid crystal regions (jE)olymer regions) are likely to be
formed in a regular manner in terms of space, materials transmitting light with a desired wavelength are used for
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transparent electrodes and ootor fStets in a liquid crystal display device, these members can be used in place cyf a pho-

torrask. The use of the members of the fiqutd crystal displaydevica asa photomask has lha ac^antage in tat the Dquid

crystal regions can t>e (brmed in a seff-matching manner.

In oai& for the axis-symm^ncal alignment fixing layer to provide an axis-symnrtetrical pretiH angle to the Gquid crys*

tal molecules in each liquid crystal region exhSyting axis-symmetrica] alignmentwhen no voltage of 1/2 Vm or moie is

being applied, ft is desirable that the liquid crystal molecules are tilted at a certain angle with respect to a direction nor-

mal to the substrates in the course of the fbrmatxm of the axis-symmetrical alignmentfixing layer 0hat is, it is desirable

that the tiqiM crystal molecules have a tot angle). In order to tilt the liquid crystal molecules at a certain angle with

respect to a direction nornial to the sitetrates, a voltage should be applied. The applied voltage ahould be^ for example,

in the range of 1/2 V|h to Vqi capable of stabilizing axis-symmetrical aS^iment.

The axis-symnftetrical alignment central axis forming voltage can be applied by using the electrodes (31 and 33 in

Rgure 10A) which apply a voltage to the liqidd crystal layer 40 for performing a display. The axis-symmetrical alignment

central axis formir^ voltage is preferably an AC with a frequency of 1 Hz or more. The reason for using an AC is that

the use of a DC maydegrade the precursor mixtura When the frequency of the voltage is less than 1 Hz, the fiquid crys-

tal rTx>lecule8 t>ecome unOkely to fdtow the changes in voltage, making H impossible to axis-symmetrically aSgn the liq-

uid crystal molecules. In order to t0t the liqwd aystal molecules at a certain angle with respect to a direction normal to

the substrates, a magnetic fieldmo/ be applied in place of the axis-symmetrical aligrenent central axisforming voltage.

Examples

Hertfnaftar, the present invention will be descrft^ed by way of illustrative examples. However, the present Invention

is iKst lirriied thereto.

Exarnplel

Referring to Rgures 12A and 12B, a method for producing a Hquid crystal display device in the present example

v^llt)e described. Convex porUone 66 whh a height of about 3 )un were formed with a photoresist (OMR83; produced

by Tokyo Ohka-sfa) on re^ons other than pixel regions of a sutystrate 63 Iraving transparent electrodes 63 made of ITO

(thickness: about 100 nm) on its surface. Then, spaceis 65 with a height of about 5 (im were formed on the convex por-

tions 66 with photosensitive polyimida The size of a region (i.e.. a pixel region) defined the convex portions 66 was
presaa^ed to be 100 \un x 100 yunt Pdyimide (JALS-204; produced t>y Japan Synthetic F^jbber Ca. Ltd.) was BfAn-

coated onto the resultant substrate to form a homeotropic alignment layer 68. Furthermore, a homeotropte alignment

iiyer was also formed with the same material on transparent electrodes of the other substrate (rK)t shown). These siA>-

strates were attached to each other to oonrplrte a liquid crystal ceB.

Ann^e liqukJ crystal nriaterial a ^.0: An a 0.08; a twist angle peculiar to the li^

celt gap of 5 lun.) was injected Into the cell produced asdesabed above, and a voltage ofabout 7voRswas appDed to

the cell. Immadiately after the applicalion of the voltage, a plurality of central axes are present In an Initial stata When
the voHage is continued to be applied, one axis*symmetricat alignment region (monodomiUn) was formed in each pixel

retfon.

Polanzing plates were cfisposed in orossed-Nicols on both sides of the ceO, whereby a liquid crystal display device

was produced The structure of the lk)ud aystal dsplay device thus obtained was substantially the same as that of the

liquid crystal display device 100 shown in Rgures 1A through IDl except that the cross-sectk)n of the homeotropic

aHgnment layer 68 had the shape of a mortar as shown in Rgure 12A (polarizing plates are not shown). Since the

homeotropic alignment layer 68 has a cross-sectton in the ^^ipe ofa mortar, a differential ooefflciefTt of a curve showing

changes in thickness with respect to the positton (froma central portkm of a pixel to a peripheral portion thereof) is pos-

itive, and a differential coefficient of a curve showing changes bi thickness of the Squid aystal layer in the pixel region

isn^ativa

The axis-symmetrical alignment of the ceO in Example 1 is stable under the application of a voltage of 1/2 Vn, or

maei and is disturt)ed when the voltage is deaeased to less than 1/2 Vtf, to return to an iniW
applied to the ceil again, an Mial axis-symmetrical aBgnment wKh a plurali^ of central axes is obtained. Thereafter, an
axis*symmetrical alignment slate inwhich one central axis is formed in each pixel region is obtained. Thla phenomenon
is cbtairted even when the same wperimerrt is conducted 20 times. After forming the axis-symmetrical alignment state

by the application of a voltage of 1/2 Vn, or nxva the cell in Example 1 was measured for electro-optic characterislics

in a voltage range (1/2 or rrtore) in which the axis-symmetrica) al^nment was stable

.

Rgure 13 shows the electro-optic characteristics thus obtabied. As Is apparent from Rgure 13. the liquid crystal

display device of 9tB present inventk>n had a satisfactory contrast ratio (CR e 300:1, 5 volts) with a tow transnrtittance

vyhen no voltage is t>6ing applied* Regaiding the viewing angle characteristics, a high contrast ratio was olxtained in a
wide viewing angle range as shown in Figure 14. In Rgure 14, ^represents an azimuth angle (i.a, imra-displsy surface
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angle), e represents a viewir^ angfe ft-a, a tilt angle from a normal to the <£splay Guiface). and the hatched portion rep-

resents the region wrtth a oontrestotf 10:1 ormora

Comparative Exanrple 1

5

In Comparative Example 1 . the homeotrcpto allgnmerit layer 68 was dfredly ^
63 torrned on the surface of the eubstiBie 62 shown in Figures 12A. Thereafle^^

toseneitivdpolyfmideinthesamewayasin Exanple 1. In Comparative Example 1. the convexportlone 66 as shown in

Figures 12A and 12B were not formed. The resultant substrate was attached to the counter sutastrate obtained In the

to same way as in Exanple 1 to produce a liquid crystal cell. The thickness of the Gquid crystal layer in the pixel regions

in the ceD was constant

When the same materf as ttmt in Exanpte 1 was injected into the cell, ttte Dquid crystal molecules were randomly

aligned, and cfisdination lines were formed in a random manner. The ceO was observed under the application of a volt-

agei showing that the di^laywas rough in gray scales.

15

Example 2

As shown in F^ure IS, a prcjection 69 was formed in a central portion of a pixel region on the substrate 62 having

the convex portions 66 In Example 1 using a resist material (OMR83). The width of the projection 69 is preterat)ly about

29 1/10orlessofthatoftheplxelreglon.VVhenthewldthoftheprQiectione9exc8edsatM

the operang ratio decreases, resulting in a decrease in transnrtitiiance in a device, which ia not preferabia A liquid crystal

can was produced in the same way as in Example 1 . except for providing the prqections 69.

As a result of the observation of the cell, a central axis was formed at a position of each projection 69. and thus, a
liquid crystal display device In wtiich centra) axes were formed at central portions In almost aB the pixel regions was

25 obtained. When the liquid crystal display device was observed in various viewing angle directions, a display without

roughness was obtained.

Examples3 and 4 and Conrparative Examples 2 and 3

90 UqiAj crystal dteplay devices In Examples 3 and 4 and Comparative Examples 2 and 3 were produoed In ttie same
way as in Exanple 1 , eaxept that a ceil gap (thickness of a liquid crystal layer) was adjusted as shown in IWe 1 . The
adding amount of a chiral agent (S^l 1 : produced by Merck & Co., Inc.} in the liquid crystal material used In each liquid

crystal display device was equated in such a rnanner that the twist ar>gle peculiar fo the 11^^

90'.

36

Table 1

Example Comparative Example

1 3 4 2 3

CellgapdOun) 5 4.4 5.6 3.1 6.5

d*An(nm)atVmax 400 352 448 248 5«)

TransmittarK^e (%) at V^ax
* 70 58 73 39 72**

• Itelative vatue w&h a transmatance in psmOel HkxOs toeing 100%
** ftte^uredcd amaxiniiifn transmStanca

When an increasing voltage was applied to the Bquid crystal ceD in Comparative Example 3 with a retardation of

60 520 nm unfil a maxifnum transmfttance was obtained, atransmittancedeaeased, and a contrast inversion phenonne-

non fi.e., a phenomenon occurring when the voltage exceeds V^ax '^^ Figure 6) was obaerved In a grey-scale display.

In the Equid crystal display device in Comparative Example 2 with a retardation of less tfon 300 nnx a transmittance

was low. K is understood from the experimental results shown in Table 1 ttmt the productd •An (retardation) ofAn (bire-

fringence at the nriaximum driving voltage) of a Bqutd aystal material and ana^
66 Is preferably in the range of about 300 to about 500 nm.
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Exanples 5 and 6 and CkNTparativQ Exainples 4 and 5

Uqu'd crystal display devices having diHerent twi^

Exanrples 4 and 5) were produced by acQusting the adcSng amount of a chiral agent (S-611: produced t)y Merck &Ca.
Inc.) in the liquid crystal material used in the liquid crystal tfsptey device in Example 1 . The electro-optic characterislics

of the Iquid crystal display deviceswere measured under the api^ication ofa voltagem
device became maximum.

Example Comparative Example

1 5 6 4 5

Twist angle n 90 50 110 30 120

li'ansniitlance (%) at
* 70 41 so- 35 35-

* Relaiive value wah a transmaianoo in pareOal Ntods being 100%
**A contrast inversion phenomenon oocuiswhen avoBage exceeding a value at wtnch

a transndttsncs beconws nuximun Is appBsd

It is understood from the results shown in Table 2 that the twist angle under the application oi tfie maxmum driving

voKaga is prelerably in the range of 45* to 1 10*.

Exanple?

A phase difference plate (retardation: 150 nm a6cr3>ak^e ton^any.rix'nx) having a 'Ricboo type* refractive <mI

body was placed on one side of the liquid crystal display device in Exanrple 1. Rgure 16 shows the results obtained

measuring the viewing angle characteristics of the lic^id crystal display device. It is understood from Rgire 16 that the

viewing angle of the liquid crystal display device In Example 7 was wUer than tiat 0^

Example 1 (see Figure 1^.

Example a

In the present exanr^e, a m^od for stak»ISzing axis-symmetrical alignmem of liquid aystal molecules by curing a

photocurabte resin mned in a Hqutd aystal material (i.e.. by forming an axis-symmetrical alignment fixing layer) wOl k>e

desatoed.

Figure 17 shows a schematic partial crosa-sectional view of a liquid crystal (fisplay device in Exanple 8. A liqisd

crystal <fi6play device 200 Includes a liquid crystal l^er 80 containing an n-type liquid aystal nmterial (Tiquid crystal

molecules) 92 having a negative dielectric anisotropy between a pair of substrates 82 and 84. Homeotroptc align-

ment layers 88a and 88b are provided on the surfaces of the substrates 82 and 84 on the liquid crystal layer 80 side.

(k>nvex portions 86 are provided on the su/faca of at least one of the substrates 82 and 84 on the Bquid crystal layer80

sida The liquid crystal layer 80 has two different thicknesses because of the convex portions 86. ConsequOTttyp as

desaibed above, liquid crystal regions exti^ng axis-symmetrical alignment are defined by the convex portions 86

underthei^icationof avoltaga tn Figure 17, electrodes formed on the sut)Strate8 82 and 84 for applying a voltage

to the liqifld orystal layer 80 are omitted The liquid crystal displi^y device 200 is different from the liquid aystal di^lay

device 100 in Example 1 in that axs-sywimetricalalignnftem fixing layers 90a and 90b arefo^^
alignment layers 88a and 88bL The axis-qfnvneferical alignment fixing layers 90a and 90b allowr the liquid crystal mole-

cules In the pixel regions to Keep axis-symmetrical alignment even when no voltage Is being applied. Therefore. Mn
when a voltage of less than 1/2 Vui Is ajaplied (or a voltage Is not appHecQ fa drMng the Bquld crystal di^^
200. the eledro-optic charactertetlce aashown in Figure2 canbe obtained with good reproducibility. The axis-synvnet-

rical alignmem fixing layers 90a and 90b keeping axis-symmetrical alignment (pretilQ of the liquid aystal molecules are

famed by coing a curable resin mixed in a fiqidd aystal material under the application of a voltage of 1/2 Vth or more

to the liquid aystal layer.

Hereiretfter. referring to Figure 18. a method fa producing the Bquid crystal display device 200 wfH be desaQ)ed in

detail. Convex portions 66 with a height of about 2.5 were formed with a photoresist (OMR83; produced by Tokyo

Ohka-^ia) on regions other than pixel regions of a substrate 62 having transparem electrodes 63 made of ITO (thick-

ness: about 100 rtm) on its surface. Then, spaceiB 65 witti a he^ of about 5 iun were fbrmed on the convexp^^
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66 wTth photosensitive pdyimkte. TTia size of a region (Le., a pixel region) defined by the convex portions 66 was pre-

served to be 100 lun X 100 |im Potyimide (JALS-204: produced by Japan Synthetic Riisber Ca. Ltd.) was epon-coated

onto the resultant eutsstrale to form a homeotropic alignment layer 68l Furtherntore. a howteotropic afignment layer (not

shown) was also formed with the same material on transparent electrodes of the other substrata These substrates

were attached to each other to complete a Gquid aystal ceO.

In the presem eoomple, a mixture containing an n-type Dqutd crystal

90' in a ceO gap of 5 |inn). about 0.3 wi% of a compound A (^hotocur^
I. and about 0. 1 wt% ofa polymerization Initiator(^cure 651) was ir^ected Into the ceO. Thereafter, a voltage of5 volts

was appOed to the cell to fbrm aidMymmetrical aDgnment An axi&«ymmetrlcal alignment region was formed In each

pixel region defined by the convex portions 66, and a central axis was fbrmed at a central portion of each pixel region.

Then, the celi was inradtated with UV-rays Gntensity at 365 rvn: about 6 mW/cm^ for 10 minutes at room temperature

(25''0 under the appfication of a voltage about 0.5 vdts higher than a threshold voltage of atwut 2.0 volts, whereby the

photocurable resin in the mixture was cured. As a result the axis-symmetrical al^nm&it fbdng layer 90a was formed so

as to cover the homeotropic alignmoit layer 68. The axie-symmetrical alignment layer 90b (see Figure 17) was also

formed on the counter siAatnBte.

CH2 ^ CH COO (CH2)80 -^-^0(CH2)8 OOCCH « CH2 CI

)

The axis-symmetricaJ alignment of the cell in Example 8 did not return to a homeotropic alignment state of the liquid

crystal molecUes even when a vottage applied to the liquid crystal layer became less than 1/2 Vn,. It is considered that

the prelilt state in axis-eymmetrical alignment was kept by the axis-eymmetrical aDgnment fixing layers 90a and 90b.

Thus, after the formation of the axis-symmetrical alignment fixing layers 90a and 90b. a phenomenon that a plurality of

central axes are present in each pixel region did not occur even when a voltage of 1/2 Vn, or more was appTted after

removal of the voltage applied to the liquid crystal layer, and the homeotropic alignment state (blacK state) and the axis-

symmetrical alignment state (wMte state) was able to be electrically controlled in a reversftile manner. The Dquid crystal

molecules contained in the liquid crystal layer of the liquid crystal disptay device in Example 8 were provided with a
pretilt angle by the axis-^mmetrical alignmentfixing layer90a whenno vottage is being applied. However, the shiftfrom

the homeotropic alignment was small, so that a black level when no voltage is being applied was substantially equal to

that of the liqind crystal display device in Example 1 . The electro-optic charecterietics and viewing angle characteristics

were the same as shown In Figures 13 and 14. Although a photocurable re^was used In the present exarrplei a ther-

mosetting resin can also be used.

By providing a phase diffteence plate having a "Frisbee-type* refractive Oval body in the same way as in Example
7. wide viewing angle characteristice can be obtained as shown in Figure 16. The f^tase difference plate particularly

improves the viewing angle characteristics in a direction at an angle of 4S^ from polarization axes of polarizing plates.

Examples9 and 10 and Comparative Examples 6 and 7

Liquid crystal display devices in Examples 9 and 10 and 0)mparative Examples 6 and 7 were produced in the

same way as in Exanple 8. by injecting the mixtures with varysig content of the above-mentioned compound A. As Is

apparent from the resets of Conparative Example 6. when the content of the photocurable resin was less than about
0.1 wt%g the a»s-symmetrical atignmerit was ncl be able to be foced ^ectiv^^
6 wt%» the homeotropic alignment of the liquid crystal molecules was disturbed, and light lealcage became taige when
no vottage is being appUed. Thus, it is understood that the oomem of the photocurable resin isp^^
of about 0.1 wi%toabout6wt%.

ibbled

Example (}omparative Example

8 9 10 6 7

Content of Compound A (wt%) 0.3 0.1 2 0.05 6
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Table 3 (continued)

Exatnple Conparalive Exainple

6 9 10 6 7

Transmittance when no voltage te being applied C%) 0.06 0.04 0.1 0.03 3.2

Fixing of axiS'Syiiuiietiical afignmeni Qood Good Poor Good

Example 11

Figure 7 is a aoss-secttonal view of a PALC 400 in the present example. The PALC 400 includes a counter sub-

strate 120. a plasma sutastrata 110, and a liquid crystal layer 102 disposed therebetweea Ihe fiqukj crystal layer 102

is s^led with a sealant 1 08. The plasma substrate 110 includes a 8ut)Strate 1 1 1 , a dielectric sheet 116 opposing the

substrate 111. and a pliffatity of plasma chambere 113 defined by partition wails 112 provided between the 6ut>strate

111 and the dielectric sheet 116. The plasma chambere 113 oppose the liquid crystal layer 102 with the dielectric layer

116 disposed therebetweea Gas sealed in each plasma chamt>er 11 3 Is ionized by applying a voltaga across an anode
114 anda cathode 11 6 formed on the suilace of the substrate ill on the plasma chamber 11 3 side, wheret^ plasma

discharge occurs. A plurality of chambers 113 extend in theshape of stripes In a dtredion vertical to the drawing suiface

of Figure 7 In such a manner as to be orthogonal to transparent electrodes 10S fbrmed on the suiface of the counter

substrate 120 on the liquid crystal layer 102 side, tmersections of the plasma chan^^
trodes 105d^e pfacei regions.

Convex port'or« 132 In the shape ofa lattice are formed on the counter substrate 120 on the liquid crystal layer 103

side so as to oorre^sond to the non-pixel regions. The convex portions 132 allow axis-symm^rically afigned regfons to

be formed so ss to correspond to the pixel regions. Furthermore, homeotropic alignment layers 134a and 134K) are pro-

vided on the surfaces of the plasma substrate 1 10 end 9ie counter substrate 120 on the liquid crystal layer 102 side.

The PALC 400 was produced as follows.

A plurality of electrodes each Including a pair of anode 114 and cathode IIS. and the partition walls 112 with a

height of about 200 pm were formed with glass paste so as to ma!kB a partition between the adjacent electrodes. Next,

a tttin fOm glass substrate 116 with a thicfaness of atxAit 50 |im was attached to the partition walls 112 wHh a photocur-

able sealant Thereafter, argon gas was sealed Into the plasma chambers 113. The eitHre surface of the thin film glass

substrate 116 was spinooated with JAL^204 (jproduced t»y Japan Synthetic Rubber Ca. Ud.) to form the homeotropic

aflgnment layer 134a» whereby the plasma substrate 110 was obtained.

Referring to Figures 19A and 190, a method for producing the counter suk>strate 120 will be described. The oonvex
portions 132 with a height of about 2.7 jun were fonned with OMR63 (produced by ToKyo Ohka^sha) on regiors other

than the pixel regions on a glass substrate 101 having transparent electrodes 10S made of ITO (thidmess: about 150

nm) In the shape of stripes. The size of each pixel region was prescribed to be 100 |imx 100 ^m. Furthermore, spacers

13S with a height of about 6 )ur) were formed with photosensitive potyirrtide. The resultant sut^strate was sptn-coated

wHh JALS-204 (produced byJapan Synthetic Rubber Ca. Ltd.) to foxm the homeotropic alignment layer 134b^ whereby

the counter sukjsbate 120 was obtained. The plasma eutntrate 110 was attached to the counter 6ut»trate 120 to pro-

duce a liqud crystal cell.

An n^e liquid crystal material (Ae o -4.0. An « 0.077; a twist angle peculiar to the liqiod crystal material a go*" in

a cell gap of 6|im) was injected into the cell. A voltage of about 7 volts was applied to the cell. After applicalfon of the

voltage, a pluraBty of central axes were present In an Init^l stata When the voltage was further conffirtued to be applied,

one axis-symmetricafly alined region (monodomain) was fbrmed in each pixel region.

Polarizing platee were cfisposed in crossed-Nicols on both sides of the ceD. whereby a liquid crystal display device

was produced. The cross^sedional structure of the liqutd crystal layer in the Squid crystal <fispl^ device tfius obtained

was substantially the same as that of the liqtBd crystal display device shown in Figures 4A and 40^ except that the

cross-eecSon of the homeotropic alignment Iayer134bh8d the shape of a mortar as shown in Figure 19A(|polarslng

ptates are not shown). Since the homeotropie alignment layer 134li hasa cross-section in the shape of a mortar, a cfif-

ferential coeffia'ent ofa curve showing changes in thlcfatess with respect tothe position (from a central portion ofa pixel

to a peripheral portion thereof) is positfvei and a differential coefficient of a curve showing cfiangea In thicknees of the

liquid crystal layer tn the pixel region is negative.

The axis^ymmetrical aRgnment of the cell in Example 11 was stable under the epplication of a voltage of 1/2 Vti,

or mora, and was (fisturt>ed wtien the voltage was decreased to less than 1/2 Vni to r^um to an initial state. When a
^)ttage was eppli^ to the cell again, an initial axts-symmetrica] alignment with a plurality of central axes was otJtabied.

Thereafter, an axis-symmetrical alignment state inwhich orte central axis wasformed in each pixel region was ot}tatned.

Thisphenomenon was obtained even when tfte same experlntent was conducted 20 timea After Ibrming the axis-sym-

metrical afignmem stato bythe application ofavoftage of 1/2 Vth or rnore. the cell i^
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tro-optic characteristics in a voltage range (1/2 or more) in which the ans-symmetricai aEgnmoit wa8.stab(&

Figure 13 shows the electrooptic characteristics thus obtained. As is apparent from Figure 13, 0i6 liquid crystal

display device ol the present invention had a satisCactory contrast ratio (CR a 300:1. 5 volts) with a iow transmittance

when no voltage is being applied. The threshold voltage was about 2 volts. A high contrast latio was obtained ina wide

5 viewing angle range as shown in Rgure 9. In Figure 9. v represents an azimuth artgie (i.a. intra-display surface angle),

e represents a viewing angle (La. aim angle from a norrr«U to the displqr surface), and the halch^
region wfth a contrast of 10:1 or more.

Comparative Exanple 8
10

In Comparative Example 8, the homeotropic alignment layer 1 34b was cfirectly formed on Oie transparent electrode

105 formed on the siffface of the sut>strate 101 thorn in Rgure 19A. Thereafter, the spacers 1 35 were formed using

photosensitive polyinrtide In the same way as In Example 11. In Comparative Exanr^e 1 1, the convex portions 132 as

shown In Figure 19A were not formed. The reeuHant counter substrate 120 was attached to the plasma subetrate 110

13 fbrrned in the eante way as &i ExaiT^ie 11 to produce a liquid OYStal cell. The thlcl^

pixel regions in the cell was constant

When the same material as that in Example 1 1 was injected into the cell, the liquid crystal molecules were ran-

domly alined, and disdination lines were fbrmed in a random manner. Ihe cell was observed under the application of

a votage. showing tat a displaywas rough In gray scales.

so

Example 12

In the present example, a ntethod for stabilizing axis-symmetrical afignmeni of liquid crystal moleculee by curing a
photocurat?te resin mixed in a liquid crystal material will be described. Figure 20 is a echenntlc partial crose-eecHonal

25 view of a Gquid crystal (fisplay device in Example 12.

The liqiM crystal display device 500 includes a liquid crystal toyer 80 containing an n-type liqud crystal n^erlal

(Bquid aystal mdeoites) 92 having a negative dielectric anisotropy ^ between a pair of substrates 82 and 84. A
plasma substrate is used as either the substrate 82 or 84. Homeotrof^c alignment layers 88a and 88b are provided on

the surfaces of the substrates 82 and 84 on the liquid orystal layer 80 side. Convex portions 86 are ibrmed on the sur-

90 face of at least orie of the substrates 82 and 84 on the liquid crystal layer 80 sUa. Since a dielectric sheet provided on

the plasma substrate on the liquid crystal layer80 side is thin, the convex portions are prelerBbly tonmed on the counter

8ut»lrate (color filter substrate) In view of the lack of strength ol the dielectric sheet

The liquid crystal l^er 80 haa two different tMcknessea because ol the convex portions 86. Consequently, as

described above, liquid crystal regions e)tfiibiting ans-symmelrical alignment under the application ol a voltage are

'

S5 defined by the convex portions 86. In Figure 20. electrodes provided on the substr^
to the liquid crystal layer 80 and plasma chanit>ere are omitled. The liquid crystal display device 500 has the same
structure as that of the liquid aystal display device 400 in Exarrple 1 1 . except that the axis-eymmetrical alignmentfbdng

layers and 90b are provided on the fu>meotropic alignment layers 8te and ®b. The axis-symmetrical alignment

fixing layers 30a and 90b aOow the Bquid crystal molecules in the pixd regions to keep axis-symmetrical alignment even

40 when no voHage is being applied. Therefore, even when a voltage of less than 1/2 Vn, is applied (or a voltage is not

applied) for driving the liquid crystal display device 500. the electro-optic characteristics as shown in Figure 2 can be
obtained with good reprodudbility. The axis-symmetrical alignment fixing layers 90a and 90b keeping axis-eymmetrical

alignment (pretOt) ol the Equid crystal molecules are fbrmed by curing a curable resin mixed In a liquid crystal material

undertheapplicationof a voltage of if2 V^, or more to the Squkl crystal layer

45 Her^nafter. a method forproducing the liquid crystaldiq^ device 500 win be described in detail. Referring to Fig-

ure 21 . convex portkKis 132 with a he^jht of about 2.7 ^m were fbrmed with aph^
Ofta-sha) on regions other than pixel regions ofa substrate 101 having transpareme^^
ness: lS0nm)onil86urfBcaThea epacerslSSwithaheigmof about8|unwereforrnedontheconwe^
with photosensitive polyimide. The siie of a region (i.e., a lAcel region) denned by the convex portions 132 was pre-

00 salbed tobe 100 lunx 100 |uit Polybiride (JALS-204; produced by Japan Synlhelie Rubber Ca. Ud.) was spm-coaled

onto the resuttaitt subsme to form a homeotropic alignment layer 134b to obtain a counter substrate. Furthermore, a
homeotropic afignment (notshown) was also formed with the same material on transparent electrodes of the other

substrate (pHasam substrate). These substrates were attached to each other to complete a liquid crystal cell. This cell

was substantially the same as that in Example 1 1.

65 In the present example, a mixture containing an n-type liquid crystal nnrterial (A£ b -4.0; An « 0.077; a chiral angle

s 90* in a cell gap of 6 |im) and 0.4 wt% of a compound A (light curable resin) represented by the foOowing Formula I.

and 0.1 wl% of Irgacure 651 was li^ected into the celt Thereafter, a voltage of akMut 5 volts was applied to the ceo to

form axis-symmetrical a^nment An axis-symmetrtcal al^nment region was fonned in each pixel region defined the
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convex portions 132, and a central axis was formed at a centfa) portion of each pxxel region. Then, the cell was irradi-

ated with UV-rays (intensity at 365 nm: 6 mW/cnn^ for 10 minutes at room temperature ^*C) under the appfication of

a voltage ak)out 0.5 volts hdgher than a threshold voftage of about 2.0 ^tts. wher^ the photocurabie resin in the mix-

ture was cured. As a result, an axfs^symmetrical alignment fbdng layer 142a wasformed so as to cover the homeotropic

afignment layer 1d4bc The axm^symmeirical alignment layer corresponding to the axis-symmetrical alignment layer 90b
(not shown in Figure 21 ) was also formed on the plasma eubstrate. In the present example, although a photocurabie

resin was used, a thermosetting resin can also be used.

CH2 = CHC0O(CH2)80 -^>^0(CH2)8 00CCH = CH2 CD

The axis-symmetrical alignment of the cell in Example 1 2 did not return to a homeotropic alignment state of the liq-

uid crystal molecules even when a voltage applied to the UqM crystal layer became less ttum 1/2 V^i. It Is considered

that the pr^lt state in axis-symmetrical algnmentwas kept by the axte-symmetrtcal alignment fixing liqrer 142a. Thus,

after the fiormation of the axie-eymmetrical alignment fisdng l^er 142a, a phenomenon that a pturality of central axes

are present in the pixel regions did not occur even when a voltage of 1/2 Vth or more was applied after the appEed volt-

age was removed from the liqiid aystal layer, and the homeotropic afignment state (bteck state) and the axis-symmet-

rical alignment state (white slate) were able to be eledricaDy controlled In a reversitsle manner. The OquU crystal

molecules contained in the Bqukl crystal layer of the liquid crystal display device in Example 12 were provided with a

prettlt angle l>y the axis-synvnetrical alignment fixing layer 142a when no voltage is being applied. However, the shift

from the homeotropic alignment was small, so that a Uack levd when no volt^e is t>o'ng applied was suksstantially

equal to that of the liquid crystal (fieplay device in Example 1 1 . The electro-optic characteristtcs and viewing angle char-

acteristics were the same as shown in Figures 13 and 9. Although a photocurabie resin was used in the present exam-

ple, a thermosetting resin can also be used.

In the liquid crystal display dorice of the present invention, two polarizing plates were attached in such a manner
that polarization axes were placed in a aosswise direction on the display surface. As shown in F^re 9, axis-symmet-

rical wide viewing angle characteristice were obtained. Since the cfirectlon of the plasma chambers is identical with that

of the polarization axes of the polarizing plates, less light leaked.

By providing a phase difference plate (An*d a 300 nm) having a negative "Friebee-typa" refractive oval body

between the ceo and the polarizing plate, the viewing angle characteristics in a direcfion at an angle of 45* from the

polarization axes of the polarizing plates can be further Irnproved. 4 fit^^

Tbble4

Phase difference plate is

provided

Phase difference plate is

not provided

Tiansmittance at a vjewing angle of 60* in a direction at an

angle of 45* from a polarization axis

7% 55%

Comparative Example 9

A liquid crystal celt was produced in the same way as In Example 11, except that the convex portions in the shape
of a latticewere not formed on the counter substrate. Halzontal ali^iment fibnswere formed on the surfaces of the 8ut>-

etrates on the liqidd crystal layer side. arKl the horizontal alignment films were subjected to a rubbing treatment,

whereby a liquid aystal cell in a TN mode was produced. A liquid crystal materia) was irqected into the cell, and tlie cell

was heated and gradually cooled to produce TN-PALC. Polarizing plates were attached to the cell in such a manner that

polarization axes were shifted tyy 45* from a aossivise direction on the display surface. The vievwng angle characteris-

tics of the liquid crystal display device tfu^ obtained were as shown In Figure 8A. As Is understood from this f^ure. the

viewing angle was much narrower, compared with those in Examples 1 1 and 12. Furthermore, light leaHage from the

attachment surface was observed in the shape of linea Thus, a contrast was decreased.
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Example 13

Figure22A is a schematic cfOss-secUonal vSew of onepixel of a Gqukt crystal display device in Exanple 13. Figure

22B is a plan view thereol Figure 22A ie a crosa-sectiomil view taken along the A-A line In Hgure 22a The structure

5 of the fKiutcl crystal display device vviii be descraoed together with the production process.

Transparent electrodes 61 (thidviess: about 100 nm) made of ITOwereformed on a glass substrate 60, and JALS-

204 (produced Japan Synthetic Rubber Ca. Ud.) was spin-coated ontothe transparent electrodes 61. whereby a
homeotropic alignment layer 67 was formed.

Transparent electrodes S3 (thickness: about 100 nm) made of nO were formed ona glass sutistrate 62. The central

10 portion of each pixel region in tfie transparerrt electrodes 63 was removed by photo&thography and etching to form an

axis^yirnnetrical alignment central axis forming portion 64. Furtfiermore, convex portions 66 with a height of about 3

tun were fdrmed wfth an acrylic negative resist on regions other than the pixel regions on the transparent electrode 63.

Thereafter, spacers 65 with a height of about 2 ^m were formed using photosensitive polyimide. The size of each pixel

region defined by the spacere 66 and the convex portions 66 was presaibed to be 190 pm x 325 jua JAS-204 (jpro*

ts duced by Japan Synthetic Rubber Ca. Ud.) was spin-coated onto the resultant substrate to form a homeotropic altgn-

memiayer68.

Both the substrates 60 and 62 were attached to each other, and an n^iirpe liquid crystal material « - 4.0, 6n a

OM, a twist angle peculiar to the liquid crystal material o 90* in a can gap of 5 lun) to fdrm a nqud crystal layer 70,

wherelyy a liquid crystal cell was oon^eted.
20 As the convex portions 66 and the spacere 66^ photosensitivB acrylatetyp^i methacrylate type, polyimide type, and

rubber type materials may be used. Aa long as the convex porGons 66 and the spacers 6S are provided %vith strength

against the pressure of about 400 g/4i any photosensitive material may be used.

In order to perform an axis-symmetrical alignmem central axis forming process, the cell thus produced was sup-

pOed wfth an axis-symmetrical alignment central axis iormng voltage of about 7 volts. After the application of a voltage.

ss a piuraSty ot central axes were formed in an initial slate. When an axis-symm^cal alignment central axis forming volt-

age was continued to be applied, one central axis was fbrmed in each pixel region, whereby one axia-symmetrlcal

region (monodomain) was formed.

Each pixel was observed in a transmission mode using a polarizing microscope in aossed Nicois under the appli-

cation of a driving voltage to the cell. Some time after the commencement of appScatton of the voHage, it was observed

90 that a plurality of central axes fdnmed in an initial state bnmedlattiy after the application of a voltage became ona At

this time, in about 10% of the pixel regions of the liquid aystal ceo, the central axeswere formed shifted from ttie central

portions of the pbcel regiona By continuing to apply an axis-eynmetrical alignnn^

uid crystal moleculesware axis-aymnietrically a^gned around the central asda In each pbtal region during a white display

as shown in Figure 23, and the central axes were obsen^d to be formed at positions corresponding to the axis-sym-

as metrical alignment central axis forming portions 64 in substantially central portions of the pixel regions.

Polarizing plates were cfisposed in aossed Mools on bcKh sides of the cell, whereby a liquid crystal display device

was produced.

Figure 13 shows electro-optic characteristics of the llqud crystal splay device in Example 13. Figure 24 shows
viewing angle characteristics of a contrast Figure 13 corresponds to Figure 2. In Figure 24. y represents an azimutti

40 angle (i.e.. Botra-dispiay surface angle), e represents a viewing angle (i.e.. a tilt angle from a normal to the display sur-

face), and the hatched portion represents a region with a contrast of 10:1 or more.

Example 14

46 Figure 25A la a schematiccross-eectional view of a liquid crystal displaydevice in Example 14. Figure 25B ia a plan

VIM thereof. Figure 2SA is a cross-sectional view taken along theA-A line \n Figure 26a
In Exanvie 1 4. a homeotropic alignment layer 68 provided above a substrate 62«^

section in a pixel region satisfying the relationship as shown in Figures4A and 4B. That is. the homeotropic alignment

layer 68 was formed in such a manner that a differential coefficient of a curve representing the changes in tttidoiess of

so the homeotropic alignmem layo* 68 with respect to ttie position (from a cental portion of a pixe^

thereof) becarne posftive. and a differential coefficient of a curve representing the cfianges in thictaiess of a liquid crys-

tal layer in the pixel region became negativa More specifically, the aoss-section of the homeotropic alignment layer 68
in the pixel region had the sl^pe of a mortar, and an axis-symmetrical alignment central axis forming portion 64 was
provided in a pixel electrode 63 at the deepest position of the aoss-section of the homeotrofMC alignmem layer 68. A

66 Qqukf crystal cell was produced In the same way as In Example 13.

In order to perform an axis-symmetrical al^nmem central axis forming process, the cell thus produced was sup-

plied with an axis-eymmetrlcal alignmem central axis forming voltage of about 7 volts. After the application of a voltage,

apIunyityofcentialaxaswerefdrrnedinanirtitialstataWhenanaxis^ alignmem central axis fonrrting volt-
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age was continued to be applied, one central axis was formed in each pixel region, whereby one axts-symmetrical

r^on (monodoiTBin) was formed.

Each pixel was observed in a transmisston mode using a polarizing micfoscope in crossed Niools under the appli-

cationd a driving voltage to the ceO. Some time after the commencement of application of the M>ltagei it was observed

thm a plumlity of central axes fbrnied in an initial state invnetf

central axis thus formed was provided in a substantlany central portion of the pbcel region corresponding to the deepest

portion of the mortar-shaped cross-section. B/ continuing to apply an axis-Qrnvnetrical alignment central axis forming

voltage, the Gqukl crystal molecules were axie-eymmetrically aDgned around the central axis in each pixel region during

a white display as shown in Rgure 23, and the central axes were observed to be formed at positions oorrespondirtg to

the axis-symmetrical alignment central axis foming portions 64 in substantially central portions of the pixel regions.

Pdariang plates were disposed In crossed f^cols on both sides of the cell, whereby a liq^
was produced.

The liquid crystal displaydence in Example 1 4 had almostthesame electro^jptic characteristics and viewing angle

characteristica of a contrast as ttwse in Example 13.

ExanrplelS

Uqidd crystal cans were produced in the same way as in Example 13. except that the sixe of each pixel was pre-

scribed to be 100 |un x 100 |un, and the area of the axis-syinmetrical ali

tralporttonofthe pixel region was prescrB>ed to I>e0|inr. 25 |UTi^, I00}im2,400^in?.and900|im^. Polarizing plates

were placed In crossed-Niools on both sides of each cell, whereby liquid crystal dtepiay devices were completed.

In the present exanpla each pixd was ok)served in a transmission mode with a polarizing miaosoope in crossed-

Niools uivler the application of a driving voltage to tfie cea& The following Table 5 shcMS the results obtained ty evalu-

atfrig roughness of a display with each cell tilted under the appfication of a voltage which provides gray scales. In liible

5. O represents a display of good quality having atrrmt no roughness; a represents a display with negligK)le rough-

ness; X represents a db^3(ay with roughness; Sb represents an area of an axis-eymmelrical alignment central axis form-

ing portion; and A represents an area of a pixel region.

SbOun^ Sh/A(%) Evaluation

0 10000 0 X

25 10000 0.25 O
10000 1.0 o

400 10000 4.0

9O0 10000 9.0 X

As is understood from Table 5. it is preferable that the axis-eynvnetrical alignment central axis forming portion is

provided so ttiat Sb satisfies 0 < Sb/A < 4%.

ExanrplelS

A method for stabilizing the axis-eyrranetrical alignment state of liquid crystal molecules by forming an axispsym-

metrical afignment fixing layer on a surface of either.one of substrates on a liquid crystal layer side will be described,

the method including an axis-eymmetrical alignment central axis forming process in the course of the production of a
liquid crystal display device.

Figure 26 is a schematic cross-sectlonat viewof a liquid crystal display device in Example 1&. The liquid crystal dis-

play device in Example 16 has the same structure as that in Example 13. except that axis-eymmetrical alignment fixing

bvers 90a and 90b are provided on homeotropic alignment layers 68 and 67, respectively.

Sut)strates having cross-sectiox^ structures shown in F^ure 26 were produced In the same way as in Exanple 13.

Transparent electrodes 61 (thickness: about 100 nm) made of ITO ¥vere fcxrmed on a glass sut>strate 60. JAtS-204 (pro-

duced!^ Japan Synthetic Rutjber Ca. Ltd.) was spin-coated to form a homeotropic alignment layer 67.

Transparent electrodes 63 (thiciviess: about 100 rm)n^e of ITO were fdrrried on a glass substrate 62, and a cen-

tral porUon of a pixel region was removed by photolithography and etcfiing. whereby an axis-symmetrical aliment
central axis forming portion 64 was fornried Furtherrnore. o^im porti^
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with an acrytic negalive resist outside of the pixel region on the transparent electrode 63. Thereafter, spacers 65 wHh a

height of about 2 were formed with photosensitive polyinmde. The size of the pbcel region defined tey the spacers 65

and the convex portiOTS 66 was prescribed tobe 100 ^mx 100 iim. %[ALS-204 (produced by Japan SyntheliG RUbber

Co^ Lti.) was spin-coated onto the resultant substrate, whereby a homeotropic alignment layer 68 was formed.

The two substrates were attached to each other to ooinplete a liquid crystal cell. The structure of the cell thus

ohtedned was the same as that of the Bquid crystal disp&qrderica in Example 13.

In the present example, the following precursor nvxturewas ir^eded intothe oeO thus produced. The precursor nrtix-

ture contains an n-type liquid crystal nrmterial (Acs -4.0; An s 0.08; a chlral angle » 90* in a ceo gap of 5 (im). and 0.3

wt% of compound A (photocurabie re^n) represented by the toDowIng Fomula I, and 0. 1 wt% of Irg^cure 65 1 . After the

ii)jection. an axis-symmetrical alignment central axis forming process was p&formed applying an axis^ymmetrical

alignn>ent central axis forming voltage of about 5 volts to the cell. Furthermore, the ceD was rnradiated with UV-rays

(intensity at nm: 6 mW/crn^ at room tenperature (25'>C) forlO minutes under the application of the axis-symmet-

rical alignment central axis fbrming vottage, whereby the photocurable mater^ in the precursor mixture was cured. As
a result, the axis-symmetrical alignment fixing layers 90a and 90b were formed so as to cover the homeotropic al^*
ment layers 68 and 67 on the sut>stratea in the course of the axis-symmelrlcal aligrunent central axis fornting process.

The axis-symmetrical aRgnmentfbdng layers 90a and 90b contain a polymer of a cured photocuiabte or thermosetting

nraterial. such as an acrylate type material, a methaaylBte type material, a afyrene type material, and derivatives

thereof, contained in the precursor mixlura

CH2=:CHC00(CH2)80-^>^0(CH2)8 00CCH = CH2 CI)

Polarizing plates were attached to both sides of the ceil fo oonplete a liquid crystal display device.

Each pixel was observed in a transmission mode with a polarizing microsoope in orossed-Niools under the applica-

tion of a voltage to the cell in Exarrple 16. Even immediately after the application of a voltage, a single central axis was
formed in each pixel region without a plurality of central axes being formed. Thereafter, the voltage applied to the cell

was once removed, and a voltage cf iy2 V|h or niore was applied to the ceO again.

ralHy of central axes are present In each pixel region did not occur, and a single central axis waa formed. The reason

for this is considerad to be as follows: even when a voltage applied to the liqiad crystal layer decreased to less than ^J2

Vfh. the liquid crystal molecules (fid not retunn to a homeotropfo alignment state; a prel3t state in axis-symmetrica] align-

mentwas kept ty the axis-symmetrical alignment fixing layer 90a. Thus, in the present example^ a blacfc display is able

to be performed when no voltage is t>eing applied. Furthermore, it is not required to perform an axts-symmetrical align-

ment central axis fomiing process before a display operation. Although the liquid crystal moleojles were provided with

a pretilt angle by the axte-symmetrical alignment fixing layer 90a. the ^lift from tonr^eotropic aligning was &nall. A
black level when no voHage is being applied was sub^antially the same as that of the liquid crystal display device in

Example 13. The electro-optic characteristics and viewing angle characteristics were the same as those shown in Rg-
ures 13 and 24. In the present example, although a photocurable resin was used, a thermosetting resin may ts used.

Example 17

liquid crystal display devices were produced in the same w^y as in Example 15 t>yir4ecting the precursor mijdure

withthevarynigoomentoffthecompound A onto the cell in Example 16.

Thecontentof the compound A was varied from 0.05 wt% to 6 wt%. The light transmittance of the iquid crystal

displaydeviceswhen no voltage Is being applied were nrteasured, and thedevices were ol>served tosee iff a stable axis*

symmetrical alignment slate was fbnmed.

As a result, whenthe oontenl of the photocurable material was less than about 0.1 wt%. the axis-eymmetrical align-

mem fixing process was not able to be performed effectively. When the contwit of the photocurable material was more
than about 6 wt%. the homeotropic aTignmant of the fiquid crystal molecules was distuit)ed to increase light leaioige

when no ^tage is beirig applied Ttttx; the oontem of the photocurable ffiaterial isprefe^^
wt%to6wt%.
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Exanpleld

In the present example^ the IbOowing phase difference plates were placed between a pair of polarizing plates and

a Ikiuid crystal ceO of the liquid crystal display device in E 13 in such a manner that a delay axis of each phase

difference plate was orthooonal to an absorption axis of each polarizing plate.

The phase difference plate has optically negative bMrfngencei and satlfifles n^^ Bny,nx>n„ r^>n2, where nx»

nyare primary reliractive Indexes in an bvplane dfredion ofa refractive oval body, and n^ is a prnnary reftractive index in

a thickness direction tfiereof.

Supposing that the thidoriess of the phase difference plate is d|b the retardation in the thickness direction was (n^ -

nJd| c 160 nm.

Figure 27 shows the resutts obtained by measuring viewing angle characteristics of the liquid crystal display dence
in Example ia tn Rgure 27. v represents an azimuth angle 0.e.. intra-display surlto angle), 8 represents a viewing

angle (i.e.. a tilt anglefrom a normal to the display surface), and the hatched portion represents a regkm with a contrast

of 10:1 or more.

As is apparent from Figure 27. the viewing angle of the liquid crystal cBsptay device in the present exanple was

larger than that of the Cquki crystal display device in Example 13 shown in Rgure 24. and the display quality was uni-

form.

Exanple 19

In the present exarnple» the following phase difference filrna were placed between a pair

liquid crystal ceQ of the Hquid crystal (fisplay device in Example 13 in such a manrter that a delay axis of each phase

dSf^ence fam was orthogonal to an ak)sorption axis of each polarizing plate.

The phase difference film has optically negative tiirefringence, and satisfies n^> >n^, where n,, ny are pri-

mary refractive indexes in an in-plane dcrection of a refractive oval body, and n^ is a primary refractive index in a thick-

ness direction thereof.

Supposing that the tfiickness of the phase difference film is df. the retarctation in the tfiickness cfirection was (n^ •

ny)df ° 170 nm. The retardation in an inplane direction was (n, - riy}d| ° 42 nm.

Figure 28 shows ttie resuHs obtained t>y measuring viewir^ angle characteristics of the liquid crystal display deirice

In Exanple 19. In Rgure 28. v represerrts an azimuth angle O-S.. Intra-display surface angle). 0 represents a viewing

angle (i.e., a tilt angle from a normal to the display surface), and the hatched portion represents a region with a contrast

of 10:1 or more
Afl is apparent from Rgure 28, the viewing angle of ttie liquki crystal display device In the present SBcarnple was

larger than that of the IkiuU crystal display device in BxawfUe 13 shown 'm Rgure 24, and display quality was uniform.

Conparative Example 10

In Comparative Example 10, as shown in Rgure 29. the homeotropic alignment layer 68was directly fbrmed on the

transparent electrode 63 provkled on the surface of the substrate 62. and the spacers 65 were formed with photosen-

srtfve poiyimtde in the same way as in Ejorrple 13. More specifically, in Comparative Examine 1 0. tfie convex portions

66 virere not fcvmed. The axie-synmtetrical al^nment central axis fomcng portion 64 was not formed, either.

The substrate on a tower side thus obtained vras attached to a counter substrate on an upper side formed in the

same way as in Example 1 3 to produce a liquid crystal cell. The same material as thax In Example 13 was Injected tnto

the cell, and potarizing plates were placed in crossed-Nicols on both sides of the cell.

In the Bquid crystal display device in Comparative Exarrple 1 0. the liquid crystal molecules were randomly aligned,

and discGnation lineswere randomly formed The liqiad crystal (fisplay device was observed under the application of a

voltage, a (fisplay with roughness was observed in gray scales.

Cornparative Example 11

In Comparative Exanrpte 11, the h(>me(>tropfoaUgnmem layer 68 was directly ftxmed on the transparent elec^
63 provided on the surface of the substrate 62 shown in Rgure 22A. Thereafter, the spacers 65 were formed with pho-

tosensitive polyirnde in the scune way as in Exarvple 13. More specifically, in Comparative Example 1 1 . the convex por-

tions 66 as shown in F^re 22A were not fbrmed. and the axis-symmetrical alignment central axis forming portion 64
was formed on the pixel electrode 63.

The »jbstnate on a lower side thiA obtained was attached to a counter substrate on an upper side formed in the

same way as In Example 13 to produce a Dquld crystal oelL The same material as that in Exan^e 13 was injected Into

the cell, and polarizBng plates were placed in crossed-Nicols on both sides of the cell
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In the liquid crystal display device in Comparative Exaniple 11 . the Bquid crystal molecules were randomty alined,

and disdinatian tines were randomly formed in the sameway as in Compaiative Example 10. The liquid crystal cell was

observed under the application ofan axis-cynfimetrical afignment central axis forming ^tage. a display with roughness

was observed in gray scales.

Asdescrbed above, according to the present Invention, a liqiHl crystal display d«riee (including a plasma address

LCD) with outstanding viewing angle characteristics and a high oontrast,a^
vided. The device includes a liquid crystal re^on where liquid crystal motecuiea are vertically alined when no voltage

is being applied and are axis-symmetrlcally aligned under the application of a voltaga

The liquid crystal display device of the present invention outstanding viewing angle characteristice because of

a Equid aystal region which is switched t>etween homeotro|»c alignment and axis-symmetrical alignment Furthermore,

the device uses a liquid crystal material with a negative dielectric anisotro^. performing a display in a normally black

nwde In which a homeotrcplc alignment ^te is otitained when no voltage is being applied. Therefore, a di^tay with a
ritgh contrast can be provided. In particular, by controlling the positions of the axis-symmetrica! alignment central axes

of the liquid crystal molecules under the application of a voltage, roughness of a d^ay In gray scales is efiminated.

whereby dii^ay quafity can l>e remarkably Improved.

More specifically, since the convex portions defining the pixel regions are fonmed on the surface of at least one of

the subsfrates on the liquid aystal layer side, each pixel region exhibiting axis-symmetrical alignment is defined by the

convex portions. Fiirtherrnore. a treatment for ooritrofling the posHkmol the esds-ey^ axes

is performed, so thatthe position ofthe axis-symmetrical alignment central axis In each pixd regk)n exhibiting axis-sym-

metrical aOgnmenl is defined.

Exanples of the treatment for oontrolGng the positlone of the axis^ymmetricaf alignment central axes include: Q)

performing an axis-symmetrtcal alignment central a»6 forming process In wttich a desired voltage b applied for a

desired period of time or longer; (ii) prescribing Sa so as to satisfy 0 < Sa/A < 4% , where Sa represents an area of a
region in which the liquid crystal molecules keep a homeotropic alignment state under the application of an axis-synv

metrical alignment central axis tomning voNage and A represents an area of a pixel region; 05} forming an axis-synvnet-

rical alignment central axis forming portfon at a substantially central position or at a predetermined posftion in each of

a plurality of pixel regions; Qy) presaging the thickness of the liquid crystal layer in the pixel region so as to beconte

largest at a central portion of the pixel respon and continuously decrease from the central portfon to a peripheral portion

of the pixel region; and (v)fonrorig an axis-syitwietricalaligw

strates on the liquid crystal layer sidei

The lk|uid crystal display device of the presem inventfon is preferably used, lor exan^
terminat usedbya nunnber of people^ aperaoniri computer, a word processor, amusement equipment, educafion eqidp-

ment a flat <fi&play used In a TV apparatus, and a display plate, window, door and wall utilizing a shutter ellM. The
liqud aystal cfisplay device of the present Inventkm is also preferably used as a large display apparatus such as a high

defMion TV (HDTV) and a display for a CAD.
Variois other modifications wSI k>e apparentto and can be readily made by those sWIIed in the art without departing

from the scope and spirit of thte invention. Accordingly. It is not Intended that the scope of the claims appended hereto

be liniited to thedesa^on as set forth herein, but rather that the clainTOt>et)roadly construed.

Claims

1. A liquid crystal display device conprising a pair of substrates arxl a liquid crystal layer provided between the sub-

strates, wherein liquid crystal molecules In Oie Ik^uid crystal layer have a negative dielectric artisotropy. and the Oq-

ukf crystal molecules are aligned In a direction substantiaBy vertical to the subsfrates when no voltege le t>elng

applied and axis-symmetrically aligned In each of a plurality ofpMregnrn under applicalkHi of a vollage.

2. A liquid crystal display device according to dalm 1, wherdn a tftickness (di,J of the Gquid crystal layer in the pixel

region is larger than a thidviess (doiJ of the liquid crystal layer outside of the pixel region, and the device includes

a homeotropic alignment layer in a regfon oonresporxfing to the pixel regfon on a surface of at least one of ttw 8ut>-

strates on the liquid crystal li^ side

3. A liquid crystal (fisplay device according to daim 2, wherein at least one of the substrates has oonvex portions

defining ihe pixel region on a surface on the liquid aystal layer sidei

4. A llqUd crystal display device according to dalm 1, wherein the thictariess ol the Qquid crystal layer in the pixel

region is largest at a central portion of the pixel regtori and continumttly deaeeses to^
ttie pixel region.
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5. A Gquid crystal display device accoiding to claim 4. wherein the tMckness of the liquid crystal layer in the pixel

region Is asds-symmetricaDy changed around the cenbal portion of the pixel re^oa

6. Aliquidcrystaldsplaydeviceaocordingtodairnl.lijrtherconvrieingaprc^

5 region, wherein the liquid crystal molecules are axis-symmetlcany aligned around the prpjedion under the qopli-

cafionoTavpltage.

7. A liquid cryetaJ display device acconfing to dafm 1 , wherein a retanUttion d • An of tfie Qquid crystal layer is in a
range of about 300 nm to about 500 nm.

10

8. A liquid crystal (fisptay device according to daim 1. wherein a twtet angle of the liquid crystal layer is in a range of

about 45* to about 110*.

9. A Dquid crystal display device accoiding to daim 1 . comprising a pair of polarizirtg plates dispoeed in crossed f^ls
15 on both sidee of the Rquid crystal layer, a phase diffbrerKe plate having a relationship^ In which a refractive Index

in an in-plane direction is greater than a refractive index n, in a direction v&tcal to a planer being provided on
at least one of the polarizing plates.

10. A liquid crystal (ficplay device according to dalm l.wherebi an axi^
SQ vides the liquid crystd molecules with an axie-synvnetrlcal pretot angle is further formed on a surface of at least

one of the substrates on lf)e liquid crystal layer side.

11. A liquid crystal display device according to daim 10. wherein the axis-symmetrical alignment fixing layer contains

a photocurable resin.

20

1 2. A method for producing a liquid crystal display device^ comprisfir^ the steps of:

forming a homeotropic alignment layer on a pair of suk)Strates. respectively;

disposing a mixture containing a Bquid crystal material having a negative tfelectric anisotmpy and a photocur-

30 able resin between the homeotropic alignment layers on the substrates: and
curing the photocurable resin nvhile applying a voltage higher than a threshold voltage of the liqitid crystal

material to the mixture^ eo aeto form an axla-eymmetrlcal alignmentfixing layer provkfirtg the liquid crystal mol-

ecules with an axlfreymntetrical pretDt angle.

as 13. A method Ibr producing a liquid crystal displaydevice according to daim 12. further oonprising the step of forming

convex portions deTming pixel reglor«on a surface of at least one of the substrates before the step of forming the

homeotropic aKgnment layers on the substrates.

1 4. A liquid crystal cfisplay device, comprising: a plasma sitetrate having plasma chambers for performirig plasma dis-

40 charge; a counter substrate having signal electrodes; and a liquid crystal layer provided between the plasma sub-

strate and the counter sitetrate, the device being driven by the signal electrodes and the plasma chambers.

wherein Bquid crystal molecules in the liquid crystal layer have a negative cfieiectric anisotropy. and the liquid

crystal mdecules are aSgned in a direction sut>stantially vertical to the substrateswhen no voltage is being applied

and axis-symmetricaUy aligned In each of a plurality of pixel regions under application of a voltage.

45

1 6. A liquid crystal display device acoondaig to daim 1 4. wherein a thtdeiess (djj of the Ikiuid crystal layer In the pixd

region is larger than a thidviess (dom) of the liquid crystal layer outside of the pixel rei^on. and the device indudes

a horneolropic afignmem layer in a region correspondng to the pixel region on a su^
strates on the liquid crystal layer side.

50

16. A liquid crystal display device according to daim 1 5. wherein at least one of the counter substrate and the ptasma

substrate has convex portions defining the pixel region on a surface on the liquid aystal layer side.

17. A liquid cr^tal dsplay device acooiding to daim 14. wherein the thickness of the liquid aystal layer in the pixel

55 region is largest at a central portion of the pixd region and oonttnuously decreases toward a peripheral portion of

the i^xel reglort

18. A liquid crystal dsptcy device aooording to daim 17, wherein the thidoness of the liqind crystal layer in the fAxsi
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recpon is aws-eynvnetricaJhr chcuiged around the central portion of the pixel reoion.

19. A liquid crystal display device according to daim 14. con^prising a pair of polarixing plates disposed In crossed-

Nio^ on iMth 8kle8 of the liquid crystal layer, a pdari^

extending directkm of the signal electrodes or tfie plasrra

20i A Bquid crystal display device €WOording to daim 14, wherein an mos-eymmetrical alignment fixing layer which pro-

vides the liquid crystal moleculefi with an axis-eynvnetrical pretilt angle is further fomied on a surface of at least

one of the piasiTQ substrate and the counter suMrate on the liquid crystal teQfer side.

21. A liquid crystal (fisplay device according to daim 20, whar^ the axie^ymmetrical alignment fixing layer contains

a photocuratde resia

22. A liquid crystal display device, conprising: a pair of substrates and a liquid crystal layo- provided between the sub-

etiBtes.

wherein liquid crystal molecules in the liquid crystal layerfmB a negative dielectric anisotropy. and the Pquid

crystal molecules are aligned in a direction substantially vertical to the substrates when no driving voltage is t>eing

applied and axis-symmetricaHy aligned around an axis-symmetrical alignment central axis in each of a plurali^ of

pixel regHons under application of adrfving voltage, and

convex portions denning the pbcel region are provided on a surface of at least one of the siteferatesonthe

liquid crystal layer side, and a treatment for controlling a position of the axis-eymmetricfll alignment central axis is

23. A liquid crystal cfisplay device accorcSng to daim 22. corrprising a region in which the liquid crystal mdeoiles keep

a homeotropic alignment state under applicab'on of an axis-symmetrical alignment central axis forming voltage at

each predetermined position in the plunality of pixel regions.

24. A liquid crystal (fisplay device according to claim 23. wherein Sa is an area c4 the region in wfnch the liquid crystal

molecules keepa homeotropic alignment state under the application of the axis-symmetrical alignment central axis

tormbig voltage. A Is an area of the pixel regkm. and 8a/A safisfies the rdattonsNp 0 < 8a/A < 4%

.

25. A hfuid crystal display device according todaim 22. confpridng an axis-^^
portionmapredelernrined poelBon In each ofthe plurafity of pixd regiona. and the^
trel axis of the Ikiuki crystal nralecules is tornried corresponding tothe axisr^^
ing portion.

26. A liquid crystal display device aocoreflr^ to daim 25. wherein 8b Is an area of the axls^ymm^cal allonment oen-

trtf axis formir>g portion. A is an area of the pixel regk)n. arxl Sb/A satisfies the relationship 0 < St3/A < 4%

.

27. A Bquid crystal display device according to daim 22 . wherein a thidoiess of the Ik^ukl crystal layer in the pixel regton

Is larger than a thickness of the BquU crystdl layer oulskle of the K^el region.

2a A liquid crystal display devk» acoordbig to daim 27. wherein the thickness of the Squid crystal layer In the pixel

retfon is largest at a central portkxi of trie pixel region and continuously deaeases firom the central portion to a
per4)heral portion of the pixel region.

29. A nqmd crystal display device according to daim 28. wherein the thidtness of the liquki crystal layer in the pixel

region is axis-eyrnrrietricallycftariged around the central portkm regkyi.

3t). A fiquid crystal display device acoorcfing to daim 22. wherein an axis-symmetrical alignment fixkig layer Is provkfed

on a surface of at least one of the substrates on tf)e liqukJ crystal teyer side.

31. A liqiid crystal tfsplay device according to daim 30. wrherein the axis-symmetrical alignment fixing layer contains

a ptwtDcuratile resiiL

32. A method tor producing a liquU oystal display device inducfing a pair of sutsstrates and a Ik^ crystal layer pro-

vkfed between the substnateSp lk|ukl crystal mdecules in the Gquid crystal layer having a negative dielectrtc anlsot-

ropy; the fiquid crystal molecules being aTigned in adirection substantially vertical to the substrateswhen no driving
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voHaoe is being applied and being a»8-eymmetricaDy aligned around an axis-synvn^cal alignment central axis in

each of a plurality of pixel reflpons under applicationd a cHving voHage.

the method oonrprising the step of perfornvng an axis-eyn^

33. A method tor producing a liquid crystal display device according to dalm 32, wherein the axis-symmetrical aflgn-

ment central axis forrrfng process includes the steps of:

disposing a precursor mixture containing a liquid crystal material and a photocurable material between the

substrates: and

curing the pfiotocuratile material wftila applying an axis-symmetrical alignment central axis forming voltage to

the precursor mixture.

34. A method tor producing a liquid orystal display dSMce aooordir^ to daim 33, wherein the axis-symmetrical aCgn-

meni central axis tomning voltage Is 1/2 or more of a threshOU voltage of the liquid crystal material.

35. A method tor produdng a liquid orystal dispH^ devtoe according to daim 33. wherein the axis-symmetrical align-

ment central axis torndng voltage is an AC voltage.

36. A method tor prodUdng a liquid crystal display device according to dalm 35^ wherein a frequency of the AC voltage

is 1 Hz or more.
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